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A 71/60 Theorem for Bin Packing* 
DAVID S. JOHNSON AND MICHAEL R. GAREY 
AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974 
The FIRST FIT DECREASING algorithm for bin packing has long been famous 
for its guarantee that no packing it generates will use more than 1 l/9 = 1.222... 
times the optimal number of bins. We present a simple modified version that has 
essentially the same running time, should perform at least as well on average, and 
yet provides a guarantee of 71/60 - 1.18333... 0 1985 Academic Ress, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the classical one-dimensional bin packing problem, we are given a list 
L - (x,,x* ,..., x,1 of items, each with a size s (Xi) in the interval (O,ll, to- 
gether with a sequence of empty bins X1,X2,..., each having a capacity of 
1. Our goal is to pack the items into a minimum number of bins in such a 
way that no bin receives items whose total size exceeds 1. This problem 
has a variety of applications, from traditional stock-cutting problems 
(Brown, 1971; Gilmore and Gomory, 1961, 1963) to the packing of televi- 
sion commercials into station breaks (Brown, 1971), and it and its variants 
have been the subject of well over 100 technical papers (see Coffman et 
al., 1984, for a survey). Since the problem of finding optimal packings is 
NP-hard (Garey and Johnson, 1979), most researchers on this problem 
have concentrated on studying approximation algorithms for it, i.e., fast 
heuristics that generate good but not necessarily optimal packings. 
The most famous of these is the FIRST FIT DECREASING algorithm 
(FFD for short), defined as follows. First, we order the items so that 
S(Xl) 24x2) a *. * 2 s (x,1. We then proceed to pack the items in 
order, starting with x1, which we place in the first bin X1 . In general, 
item Xi is placed into the first bin that has room for it, i.e., we find the 
minimum i such that the total size of items currently in Xj is no more than 
1 - s (xi) and place Xi in Xi. 
This algorithm is appealing for both its simplicity and the efficiency with 
which it can be implemented; with just a little effort one can improve on 
the obvious @(n2) implementation and get FFD to run in time &zlogn) 
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(Johnson, 1973; Johnson et al., 1974). Even more appealing is the perfor- 
mance guarantee satisfied by FFD. 
Let FFD(L) denote the number of non-empty bins in the FFD packing 
of L and let OFT(L) denote the number of bins in an optimal packing. 
Johnson (1973) showed that, for all lists L, 
FFD(L) Q +OFT(L) + 4. 
This means that FFD is guaranteed never to use a number of bins that 
exceeds the optimal number by more than approximately 22%. In more 
technical terms, if we let RFFD (n) denote the worst possible value of the 
ratio FFD(L)/OPT(LJ when OPT(L) =n and Ri&, denote the “lim sup” 
of RFFD(n) as n - UJ (the “asymptotic worst-case ratio” for FFD), we 
have R& Q 11/9. 
This 1 l/9 bound is “tight,” in that for any n > 0 there exists a list L 
such that OFT(L) > n and FFD(L) - (11/9)OPT(L). Hence R&D - 1 l/9. 
Thus to obtain better guarantees we need new algorithms. Over the years 
a variety of attempts to beat 1 l/9 have been made, with varying amounts 
of success. Much of the progress has been theoretical rather than practi- 
cal. The first such theoretical breakthrough came in 1978 (although it did 
not reach print. until 1980): A. C. Yao (1980) devised an algorithm he 
called “REFINED FFD” (or RFFD for short) which runs in time 
0 (n “log n) and provides a guarantee that 
’ 
10,000,000 1 OPT(L) + 8. 
Shortly thereafter, Fernandez de la Vega and Lueker (198 1) showed 
that, from a theoretical point of view, one could do much better than this. 
For any e > 0, there is a linear time algorithm A, that has an asymptotic 
worst-case ratio no greater than 1 +e. More precisely, ,the guarantee pro- 
vided is that A,(L) Q (1 + c)OPT(L) + 0 (c-*1. Unfortunately the running 
times for these A, are exponential in l/c. This drawback was eliminated, 
at a price, by Karmarkar and Karp (19821, who found modified versions of 
the A, with running times growing only polynomially with l/e. The 
“price” was that programming complexity was increased by several orders 
of’ magnitude. (Th e modified algorithms use the ellipsoid method of 
Khachiyan (1979) and Griitschel et al. (198 1) as a subroutine, as well as 
subroutines for finding near-optimal solutions to the NP-hard “knapsack 
problem.“) Carrying their techniques to the limit, Karmarkar and Karp 
(1982) also devised an algorithm A that guarantees a packing using no 
more than OFT(L) + 0 (log*OPT(L)) bins and hence has Rz - 1. Howev- 
er, this algorithm is both complicated to program and expensive to use (the 
best time bound they are able to provide is 0 (n810g3n)). 
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Although the above results are interesting, they are unlikely to have any 
effect on the practical applications of bin packing. This paper presents an 
algorithm, which we shall call MODIFIED FIRST FIT DECREASING 
(MFFD), that improves substantially on the worst-case behavior of FFD 
without significantly increasing either its running time or its programming 
complexity. (Th e asymptotic worst-case ratio for MFFD is 71/60 - 
1.18333... rather than 11/9 - 1.222... .) Moreover, MFFD does not fall 
into the common trap of sacrificing average-case performance in order to 
obtain improved worst-case bounds. FFD is a very impressive performer 
“on average” (e.g., see Bentley et al., 1983, 19841, but MFFD should per- 
form equally well. (For instance, the results of Frederickson (19801, Luek- 
er (19821, and Bentley et al. (1984) for FFD also apply to MFFD.) 
Although MFFD has been the subject of various claims since 1979, 
when it was first developed in response to Yao’s result mentioned above, it 
has not previously been analyzed in print. The initial claim, reported by 
Garey and Johnson (198 l), was that 7 l/60 Q RirFD 6 6/5 - 1.20. A year 
later, in 1980, the upper bound claim was revised downward to match the 
lower bound, thus yielding the tight result that R&, -71/60. Since that 
time there have been many citations of the result, but no published proof. 
This paper presents such a proof. 
Before concluding this historical summary, we should briefly mention 
one other recent bin packing result, first claimed around 1980 by Friesen 
and Langston (and done independently of our work; see Friesen and Lang- 
ston, 1984). This result concerns a hybrid algorithm for bin packing that is 
claimed to provide an asymptotic worst-case ratio no greater than 6/5. 
Since the upper bound of 6/5 is not known to be tight in this case (the true 
upper bound might indeed be better than 71/60), this algorithm too may 
be worth practical consideration, at least in those situations of moderate 
size where its slower running time of @(n*) is not a crucial drawback. We 
shall have a bit more to say about this algorithm in the Conclusion. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we de- 
fine MFFD and show how it was designed to handle the situations in which 
FFD behaves most poorly, although the two algorithms share a 71/60 
worst-case example when no item size exceeds l/2. Section 3 provides an 
overview of the upper bound proof, which occupies most of the remainder 
of the paper. Section 4 then begins the upper bound proof by defining a 
weighting function and using it to show that MFFDU) Q 
(71/6O)OPT(L) + C when no item size exceeds l/2. The two main lemmas 
from which this follows are improved versions of similar results presented 
by Johnson (1973) for FFD, and their proofs are included in appendixes. 
Section 5 then presents the induction argument for our general result, 
which involves a step-by-step transformation of an optimal packing into the 
one provided by MFFD and includes some of the intricate case analysis for 
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OPTIMAL PACKING 
114-26 l/4-2c 
1/4te 114-2E 1. 1/4+2f 1/2-M l/4+2.5 
6N Bins 3N Bins 
FFD PACKING 
6N Bins 2N Bins 3N Bins 
FIG. 1. Lists 15 for which FFD(L) - (11/9)OPT(L). 
which the bin packing field is famous. We conclude in Section 6 with 
some comments about our proof techniques and a further discussion of the 
practical implications of our results. 
2. MODIFIED FIRST FIT DECREASING 
If one is trying to modify an algorithm to improve its worst-case 
behavior, a standard first step is to look at the types of instances that make 
the original algorithm perform poorly. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the 
type of bin packing instance for which FFD uses 11/9 times the optimal 
number of bins. Note that FFD gets into trouble because it puts one item 
of size l/4 + 2~ in a space that could be much better filled by two slightly 
smaller items. MFFD is designed to avoid this “error” with a minimum of 
effort. It proceeds as follows. 
As with FFD, we first reorder the input list L = (x,,x~,...,x,) so that 
S(XI) 2s(x1) 2 * * * 3 s (x,1. Let us classify the items in L according to 
their size and also assign to certain items x a numerical type type (xl, as 
specified in Table I. Notice that, when type(x) is defined, it is the 
denominator of the smallest unit fraction that is at least as large as s (xl. 
TABLE I 
THE ITEM TYPFS 
A - Ix: s(x) E (l/2,11 1 A-items type (xl - 1 
B - ( x: s(x) E (l/3,1/21 ) B-items type (x) - 2 
c - ( x: s (XI E (l/4,1/31 I C-items type (x) - 3 
D * {x:s(x)E(1/5,1/41) D-items type (x) - 4 
15 - ( x: s (x) E (l/6,1/51 1 E-items type(x)-5 
F - (x: S(X) E (11/71,1/61 ) F-items fype (x) - 6 
G - {x: S(X) E to,11/711 1 G-items 
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OPTIMAL 
PACKING 
MFFDPACKING 
(FFDPACKING) 
6QN Bins 2ON Bins ISN Bins 36N Bins 
FIG. 2. Lists L with all item sizes in (0,1/21 for which MFFD(L) - FFD(L) - (71/6O)OF’T(L) 
We divide the action of MFFD into five distinct phases: 
1. Assign the A-items to the first (A 1 bins in order, so that the levels of 
the bins form a nonincreasing sequence. (The level of a bin is the total 
size of the items it contains.) Call these bins the A-bins. 
2. Proceed through the A-bins from left to right (i.e., from bin X1 
through bin Xl” 1 J, treating the current bin Xi as follows: If any unpacked 
B-item will fit in Xi, put in the largest such B-item that will fit. (Note 
that there can be room for at most one.) 
3. Proceed through the A-bins from right to left (i.e., from bin XIAl 
through bin Xi), treating the current bin Xi as follows: 
If Xi contains a B-item, do nothing. 
If the two smallest unpacked items from C U D U E will not fit to- 
gether in Xi (or if there is only one such item left), do nothing. 
Otherwise, place the smallest unpacked item from C U D U E in Xi, 
together with the largest remaining unpacked item from C U D U E 
that will fit. 
4. Proceed through the A-bins one last time from left to right, treating 
the current bin Xi as follows: If any unpacked item will fit in Xi, put in 
the largest such item that will fit, repeating until no unpacked item will fit. 
5. Use FFD to pack the remaining items in the bins starting with 
xIAl+l* 
Observe that MFFD will pack the example of Fig. 1 optimally. Observe 
also, however, that MFFD is identical to FFD when there are no A-items. 
Hence it too falls victim to the instances from Johnson (1973) and Johnson 
et al. (1974), depicted in Fig. 2, that show that FFD can still use as many 
as 71/60 times the optimal number of bins in such situations. Thus we 
have the following: 
THEOREM 1. RGFm, 2 71/60. 
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FFD PACKING MFFD PACKING 
I /4-3c 
I 3/4f3E 
4N Bins 4N Bins 
7 fl 
7 3/4-k36 
l/4-3E d I/Z+E 
4N Bins 4N Bins N Bins 
FIG. 3. Lists L for which MFFD(L) - (9/8)FFD(L). 
The reminder of this paper will be devoted to proving that this lower 
bound is tight. Before we conclude this section, however, let us briefly ad- 
dress the question of how FFD and MFFD compare to each other, rather 
than to the optimal packings. Since MFFD packs the examples of Fig. 1 
optimally, we conclude that FFD(L)/MFFD(L) can be as large as 1 l/9 for 
lists L with arbitrarily large values OPT(L). This bound is tight, given 
that RFm - 11/9. In the other direction we do not have a tight bound, but 
conjecture that the examples pictured in Fig. 3 provide the worst possible 
values of MFFD(L)/FFD(L), that value being 9/8 - 1.125. 
3. OVERVIEW OF THE PROOF 
In this section we provide an overview of the proof of the following 
theorem, which together with the lower bound examples of Fig. 2 will im- 
ply that REFFD - 71/60. 
THEOREM 2. For all lists L, MFFD(L) Q (71/6O)OPT(L) + (31/6). 
As a first simplification, let us note the following: 
LEMMA 1. In proving Theorem 2, we can without loss of generality 
restrict attention to lists L that contain no G-items. 
Proof. We need only show that, if there exists a counterexample to 
Theorem 2, then there exists such a counterexample containing no G-items. 
So suppose there exists a counterexample to Theorem 2. If the list L for 
the counterexample is such that the MFFD packing of L includes no bin 
started with a G-item, then we are done, because we can delete all G-items 
from L without changing the number of bins in the MFFD packing (and 
the optimal number of bins cannot increase), thus obtaining a counterex- 
ample with no G-items. On the other hand, if the MFFD packing of L in- 
cludes a bin that starts with a G-item, then the last bin must start with a 
G-item, and hence each previous bin must have total contents exceeding 
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l-11/71 -60/71. If we denote ZEx(Ls(~) by s(L), this means that 
s (L) > (60/71)(MFFD(L) - 1). Since OPT(L) >/ s(L), this implies that 
MFFD(L) < (71/6O)OPT(L) + 1 < (71/6O)OPT(L)+(31/6). Thus in 
this case the list L cannot be a counterexample to Theorem 2, and the 
Lemma follows. n 
As with many proofs in the field of bin packing, our proof of Theorem 2 
will be based on a “weighting function argument.” In its simplest form, 
such an argument defines a weight IV(x) for each item x in L, extends 
this to sets X of items by the rule W(x) - EX EX W(X), and then proves 
two things for all lists L (in our case, with no G-items): (i) except for a 
constant number C of bins, each bin in the MFFD packing contains total 
weight at least 1 and (ii) no optimal bin contains total weight more than 
71/60. This would imply, for all lists L with no G-items: 
MFFD(L) -C Q W(L) (1) 
and 
W(L) < (71/6O)OPT(L). (2) 
If C Q (3 l/6), Theorem 2 would clearly follow. 
Unfortunately, and for a variety of reasons, both the weighting function 
and the argument will need to be more complicated than this. Our weight- 
ing function w, which will be described in detail in the next section, will be 
based on weights for individual items, but will also include discounts for 
certain pairs and triples of items satisfying specified constraints on their 
relative sizes. The total weight for a list L of items will then be defined to 
be the sum of the individual item weights minus the maximum discount 
achievable over all legal partitions of L into l-, 2-, and 3-item sets. In ad- 
dition, w will be defined only for lists L consisting of B-, C-, D-, E-, and 
F-items (i.e., no A-items or G-items). 
Given this weighting function, we will begin by proving that (1) and (2) 
hold for all lists L with no A- or G-items, with C - 5 in (1). This will pro- 
vide the basis for an induction argument for the general case. Fortunately, 
MFFD is identical to FFD on such restricted lists, so techniques developed 
by Johnson (1973) and Johnson et al. (1974) for dealing with FFD can be 
applied. 
To extend this result to the general case, we then proceed as follows. 
Let S~rm denote the set of items from L that are placed in the non-A- 
bins by MFFD. From the restricted result, we know that any (legal) parti- 
tion a of SMm gives a total weight w (?r) satisfying 
W(W) > MFFD&,& - 5 = MFFD(L) - (A 1 - 5. 
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If we can also show that there exists such a partition 17 for SMUIFFD satisfy- 
ing 
w (d < %(OPT(L) - IA I> + $A 1 + *, 
then we will have 
MFFD(L) - IA 1 - 5 Q g(oPT(L) - IA I> + +$A I + f, 
or, rewriting, 
MFFD(L) < goPT(L)++, 
proving Theorem 2. Hence we concentrate on proving (*). 
In order to prove (*I, we focus on the A-bins. Each of these contains a 
single A-item in both the optimal and MFFD packings, so we can identify 
the A-bins in the two packings that contain the same A-item. The proof 
consists of a sequence of steps that transforms the optimal packing of the 
A-bins into the MFFD packing of the A-bins, maintaining certain proper- 
ties as the transformation proceeds, with (*) following by an induction on 
the steps in this transformation. 
Let PO denote the optimal packing of the A-bins, with those bins indexed 
in the same order as the corresponding A-items occur in L (these are also 
the indices of the bins in which those items are placed by MFFD). Let Se 
be the sublist of items from L that are not in A-bins in the optimal pack- 
ing. Let r. be a legal partition of the items in So satisfying 
w (xc) 6 (71/60)(OPT(L)-IA I>, which we know exists from our result 
for the restricted case with no A-items. In addition, let CR0 be an initial 
“credit function” that assigns an additional weight of 1 l/60 to each of the 
A-bins, corresponding to the extra weight allowed for those bins in (*I. 
We will think of the MFFD algorithm being applied in place to this 
packing, with each step of the transformation corresponding to the move- 
ment of certain items from where they are in the current packing to where 
MFFD places them, displacing certain items to new locations (either into 
other A-bins or into the collection of items not in A-bins) and giving us a 
new packing Pi of the A-bins and a new set Si of items not in A-bins. We 
may also need to alter the credit function and the partition of Si to new 
values CRi and xi. 
Recall that MFFD makes a total of three passes over the A-bins, first 
from left to right (Phase 21, then from right to left (Phase 31, and finally 
from left to right again (Phase 4). Whenever some collection of items is 
placed in an A-bin during its turn in one of these passes, we will say that 
the recipient A-bin has been processed in that phase. Each such processing 
step will give rise to a corresponding step in our transformation. We will 
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use Pi, Si, rl, and CR, to denote the transformed packing, set of items not 
in A-bins, partition of Si, and credit function after the ith processing step 
(or, equivalently, after the ith transformation step). 
The properties we will maintain (induction hypotheses) are the following: 
Hl. For 1 < k < IA I, if the Ak-bin was processed during the first i pro- 
cessing steps of MFFD, then in Pi it has precisely the same contents as in 
the MFFD packing after its first i processing steps, and it has 
CRi (Ak) - 0. 
H2. If no bin has yet been processed under Phase 3 of MFFD, then 
w (*i) + ACRE Q 
i 
$OPT(L) - IA 1) + +I I. 
Otherwise, 
W (*iI + XCRioIj) G 
i 
s(OPT(L) - )A I> + +$A I + $. 
(As we shall see, the l/6 in the second part of (H2) is needed to take care 
of a small technicality.) 
Note that (Hl) and (H2) both hold for i -0: Initially no bins have 
been processed, so (Hl) holds vacuously. As for (H2), the first case ap- 
plies and is satisfied because of our choices for ?ro and CRo. 
The desired result (*I, and hence Theorem 2, will follow if (Hl) and 
(H2) continue to hold after Phase 4 has been completed, since at that 
point Pi will agree with the MFFD packing of L on all the items in A-bins, 
so that Si will equal the sublist SMrrn of (*I. Thus all we need show is 
that if the two hypotheses hold after the ith processing step, then we can 
arrange that they continue to hold after the (i+l)st. 
Here is an illustration of what is involved. Only local changes will be 
made in updating Pi, Si, ui, and CR,. Suppose the Aj-bin is the A-bin 
processed in the (i +l)st processing step and that it receives two new items 
x and y. These new items came either from A-bins in Pi or from St. If ei- 
ther was contained in an A-bin other than the Aj-bin, we call that bin an 
accessory A-bin. The items displaced from the Aj-bin by x and y will be 
moved either to Si+i or to one or more of the “accessory” A-bins (in which 
case they may displace other items into Si+i), depending on what we know 
about their sizes and the gaps in those bins. In a few cases, slightly more 
complicated shiftings may go on, but in general this will be all that is in- 
volved in updating Pi to Pi+l. The credit function CRi+l will be the same 
as CRi for all but the Aj-bin and the accessory A-bins; typically these will 
have their CR-values reduced. The partition ri+i will have to differ from 
xi, since there will be changes in Si+i induced by the changes in Pi+,. 
Any items from Si that went into the Aj-bin must be deleted, and any 
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items that were moved from Pi to &+i must be accommodated. If an item 
from a tuple in rr disappears, that tuple must either be split up (and its 
discount lost) or else modified by having its departed member replaced by 
a new item that keeps the tuple discountable. 
As a result of these alterations, the value of w(r) will change by an 
amount 
Aw - w br,+,) - w (IQ). 
This will always be offset, however, by a corresponding change in 
ACR - ‘$ (CR,,, hlk) - CRi(Ak)) . 
k-l 
More precisely, we will always have Aw + ACR < 0, which will be enough 
to ensure that (H2) is preserved. (We shall use “A” as a shorthand for 
Aw + ACR.) To verify this claim will require a detailed case analysis, 
depending on the sizes of the items placed in the processing step, the con- 
tents of the A-bin in which they are placed, and the phase of MFFD in 
which the placement occurs. 
4. WEIGHTING FUNCTIONSANDTHECASEOF No A-ITEMS 
In this section we define the weighting function w, as well as two simpler 
auxiliary weighting functions Wand V, and address the case in which there 
are no A-items. 
We will define our three weighting functions in order of increasing com- 
plexity. The first weighting function W is defined solely in terms of indivi- 
dual items. Of the two properties given at the beginning of the previous 
section, it satisfies (1) but violates (21, i.e., although the MFFD bins will 
contain an average weight that is large enough (roughly 11, the optimal 
bins can have an average weight that is too large (greater than 71/60). W 
will be said to define the base weights of the items. It is quite straightfor- 
ward. The weight W(x) is defined simply as l/type(x) (recall that 
TABLE11 
VALUES OF BASE WEIGHTING 
FUNCTION W 
Item Class w(x) 
B 30/60 
C 20/60 
D 15160 
E 12160 
F 10160 
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FIG. 4. A packing of a list L with all item sizes in (0,1/21. 
rype (x) was defined in Section 2 to be the denominator of the smallest 
unit fraction that equals or exceeds s (x1). For future reference Table II 
shows the values of W(X) as a function of the “alphabetic” class to which 
x belongs, expressed as fractions over a common denominator of 60. 
To see that W satisfies property Cl), we need to look in more detail at 
the structure of an MFFD (FFD) packing P of a list L with all items of 
size l/2 or less. Let us call a bin in P a k-bin if the first (largest) item x 
it receives has type (x) - k. The regular items in P are those items whose 
type matches that of the bin containing them. A regular k-bin is a k-bin 
that receives its full complement of k (regular) k-items, and hence has to- 
tal W-weight at least k (l/k) - 1. See Fig. 4 for a typical packing P. 
Note that P consists of a sequence of 2-bins, followed by sequences of 3-, 
4-, 5, and 6-bins in turn, with all but the last bin in each sequence being 
regular. Thus, if we let Regular(P) be the set of all the regular items in P, 
we have the following. 
LEMMA 2. If P is the MFFD packing of a list L composed of only B-. 
C-, D-, E-, and F-items, then 
W(ReguZar(P)) >/ MFFD(L) - i y - MFFD(L) - 3.55 
i-2 
This implies that property (1) holds for W and our restricted class of 
lists L, even if we ignore all the non-regular or surplus items (the items of 
type k’> k that may fill up the top of a k-bin). If we are to obtain a 
weighting’ function that satisfies property (2) in addition to property (11, 
however, we will need to take advantage of the “slack” these surplus items 
provide. (Note that W easily yields weights that are too heavy to satisfy 
property (2). A list L consisting of 2n items of size 7/20 and n items of 
size 3/10 would have OFT(L) -n but W(L) - 4n/3 > (71/6O)OPT(L).) 
Our second weighting function, V, takes advantage of the slack by means 
of “discounts.” Weighting function V by itself will turn out to be enough 
to satisfy both properties (1) and (2) when all items have size l/2 or less. 
However, to cope with the complexities of the A-bins, as we must in the 
next section, a more complicated, and slightly heavier, version of V will be 
needed, and this will be the role filled by w. 
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Discounts are defined for pairs of items that are “discountable.” The 
pair (x,y) is discountable whenever type (X)-S (XI +s (y> d 1. If (x,y) is 
discountable, then the discount D (x,yI - W<y>/trpe (x). The weighting 
function V is defined both for single elements x, in which case it equals 
W(x), and for discountable pairs (x,y), in which case it equals 
W(x) + W(y) -D (x,y). For example, if (x,y) is discountable and x is a 
C-item, then V(x,y) - W(x) + (2/3) W(y). 
As a motivation for this definition, consider a list L that is the disjoint 
union of k discountable pairs (x,y), where all the x’s have the same size 
and are of type k, and all the y’s have the same size. MFFD would start 
by creating a regular k-bin, but then, because x and y are discountable, it 
would also put at least one y in the top of that k-bin before starting any 
new bins. The total weight (under w) of the items in the k-bin would thus 
be at least 1 + W(y). The discounts of the k pairs that contained the x’s 
in the bin are precisely enough to balance out this excess W(y), reducing 
the effective weight of the bin to 1, which is all we need to satisfy property 
(1). 
The weighting function V is extended to a list L of items as follows: De- 
fine a V-legal partition of L to be any partition of L into l- and 2-item 
subsets such that each 2-item subset is discountable. Then 
V(L) - min (V (~1: * is a V-legal partition of L I, 
where V (?rl is defined to be 
&)Er VW +&,y)Er VkY). 
Notice that V(T) can also be written as V(z) = W(L) -D (~1, where 
D (17) - &,,,) Er D (x,y). 
We can conclude that V, like W, satisfies property (1) for lists in our 
restricted class as a corollary of the following general lemma. 
LEMMA 3. For any list L with all item sizes in the interval (l/N, l/K], 
N>Ka22, 
MFFD(L) - FFD(L) < V(L) + (N-K). 
A restricted version of this lemma was first proved by Johnson (1973) 
using a very convoluted (and perhaps somewhat shaky) argument. Our 
much simpler proof of the more general result is postponed to Appendix 1, 
so as not to interrupt the flow of the presentation, which has brought us to 
the point where we can now define our final weighting function w. 
Like V, w is a “discounted” version of W. For all singletons x from L, w 
is defined by w (x) - W(x) - V(x). The function w is also defined for all 
discountable pairs (x,y) (with the same definition of “discountable”), 
although here the discount d (x,y) taken by w may be smaller than the 
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TABLE III 
DISCOUNTS USED IN WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS w AND w 
Tuple Comment d D Tuple d D 
(BBC) - 9/60 10160 (CD) S/60 5/60 
(BC) - 6160 10160 (CE) 2/60 4/60 
(ED) - 6160 7.5160 (CF) 3/60 -3.3/60 
(BE) BG5/14 6/60 6/60 (DE) 2/60 3160 
(BE) B > 5/14 4160 6160 (0~) 2/60 2.5160 
(BF) - 5/60 5160 (EF) 0 2160 
discount D (x,y) taken by V, so that w (x,y) - W(x) + W(y) -d (x,~) 2 
V(x,y). (Moreover, for one case, d (x,y) depends on the size of X, not just 
its type.) Finally, w is also defined for a limited number of triples (x,y,z). 
We say a triple (x,y,z) is discountable if both x and y are B-items (i.e., 
type 21, x precedes y on L, z is a C-item, and s (x) +s (y> + s (z) < 1. 
Note that this implies that both B-items are smaller than 1 - l/3 - l/4 - 
5/12, and that 2s (y> +s (z) G s (x) +s <r> +s (z) Q 1, so that <y,z> is a 
discountable pair. For such a triple, d (x,y,z) will exceed d <y,z> but will 
still be less than D(y,z), yielding w (x,y,z) = W(x) + W(v) + W(z) - 
d (X&Z) 2 V(x) + v<y,z>. 
The exact definition of w can be derived from Table III, which gives the 
values of the reduced discount function d. The table also includes values 
for the original discount function D, so that the reader may readily verify 
the above claims about the relative weights of V and w. The table intro- 
duces some notational conventions that will be used extensively in what fol- 
lows, but should be self-explanatory. For example, the letter B is used to 
denote a generic B-item and its size, “0X)” is used to denote a generic 
discountable pair of a B- and a C-item, and (BBC) is used to denote the 
generic discountable triple satisfying (a) above. For later convenience, all 
fractions are again expressed with denominator 60. 
Weighting function w is extended to lists L in a manner analogous to 
that used for V. Call a partition ?r of L into disjoint singletons, pairs, and 
triples legal if all pairs and triples are discountable. The value of w on 
such a partition is defined as 
W(T) - x w (xl + (xzc w (x,y) + x w (X&Z). 
WE* 3 * Cr,y,z)E* 
The function w is then extended to lists L as was V: 
w (L) - min {w Gr): ?r is a legal partition of L I . 
Since a legal partition can be converted to a v-legal one by replacing 
each triple (x,y,z) by the singleton (x) and the pair (y,z), it is straightfor- 
ward to derive the following from Table III: 
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LEMMA 4. For any list L composed of only B-, C-. D-, E-, and F- 
items, 
V(L) Q w(L) G W(L). 
As a corollary, we immediately have that Lemma 3 holds with V re- 
placed by w, and hence property (1) holds for w. 
We are now in a position to prove that the weighting function w satisfies 
property (2). Given the definition of w, the appropriate way to state this 
claim is as follows: 
LEMMA 5. For any list L composed of only B-, C-, D-, E-, and F- 
items, there exists a legal partition u of L such that 
w(u) 6 +r(L). 
The proof is relegated to Appendix 2. 
Note that as a corollary of Lemmas 1, 3, 4, and 5, we have an alterna- 
tive proof of the following result by Johnson (19731, now extended to in- 
clude MFFD. 
COROLLARY 5.1. For any list L with all item sizes in (0,1/21, 
MFFD(L1 - FFD(L) 6 sOPT(L) + 5. 
Proof. By Lemma 1 we can restrict attention to lists containing no A- 
or G-items, so Lemmas 3 and 4 apply, yielding MFFD(L) - FFD(L) Q 
v(L)+5 G w(L)+5. But Lemma 5 implies that w (L.) 4 
(71/6O)OPT(L), from which the claimed result follows. n 
~.HANDLINGTHE ITEMS BIGGERTHAN l/2 
In this section we show how to extend the results of Section 4 to the case 
where items x with s (x) > l/2, i.e., A-items, are allowed. We will proceed 
from the introduction and definitions provided in Section 3, beginning by 
stating the key objective, inequality (*) from that section, as the lemma we 
seek to prove. 
LEMMA 6. For any list L composed of only A-, B-, C-, D-. E-, and 
F-items, if SMMFn, is the sublist of L consisting of all items in the non- 
A-bins of the MFFD packing of L. then there is a legal partition ?r of 
SMFFD such that 
w(u) < $(OPT(L) - IA 1) + $4 1 + $. 
As indicated in Section 3, Theorem 2 follows directly from Lemma 6. 
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TABLE IV 
POSSIBLE A-Bw CONFIGUIWIONS AND CORRESPONDING ALLOWED 
Vmm FOR CR (A) @SSUMING THE A-BIN HAS NOT BEEN 
PROCI!aSED~, lbRES.SRD IN MULTIPLES OF l/6@ 
Bin Type Restrictions 
Allowed 
Values For 
6OCR 01) 
LI,E,F,,FJ headroom <E +F2+ l/6 11 
headroom a E + F2 + l/6 10.11 
[A,FI,F~,FJI headroom <F2+F3+1/6 
F2 + F3 + l/6 4 headroom < F3 + l/3 
headroom > F3 + l/3 
11 
10,ll 
9JO.11 
[A,X, Y 1 ( Y is not an F-item and hence X f B 11 
[A,x,FI 
I 
X is not an F-item, headroom < l/3 
I 
11 
X is not an F-item, headroom > 113 10,ll 
iA,Fl,F21 headroom < F2+ l/6 10,ll 
headroom & F2 + l/6 9,lOJl 
[A,BI 11 
XECUDUE,headroom<l/3 
X E C U D U E, headroom >/ l/3, no B ( 5112 in S, 
X E C U D, 113 < headroom < 11130, a B ( 5112 in Sr 
X E C U D, headroom ) 1 l/30, a B SE 5/l 2 in Sr 
Xc E, headroom > l/3, a B Q 5112 in S, 
11 
1,7,10,11 
10,ll 
7,lOJl 
7,lOJl 
0.11 
[Al ] 0,ll 
“In each configuration. the items occur in nonincreasing order by size. The term “headroom” 
is a shorthand for 1 --s (A), i.e., the space remaining after placement of the A-item. Note 
that no other A-bin configurations are possible, given that we must restrict ourselves to items 
of types A, B, C, D, E, and F. 
5.1. Organizing the Case Analysis 
In order to organize the analysis, we first need to know just what the 
cases are. By convention, the newly processed A-bin will always be re- 
ferred to as the “A/-bin.” Our cases will be subdivided according to the 
phase of MFFD during which the processing occurs, the configuration of 
the Aj-bin (including the value of CR (A/)) at the start of the processing 
step, and the makeup of the set of items that are placed by MFFD in the 
A,-bin during the processing step. 
Table IV shows how we will classify the possibilities for the contents of 
the Al-bin. In each configuration, the items occur in order of 
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nonincreasing size, and the configurations are listed roughly in the order 
that they will be considered in the case analysis. We use the term head- 
room to refer to the space left in an A-bin after placement of the 
corresponding A-item, i.e., headroomi - 1 - s (Ai). The reader may readily 
verify that all configurations omitted from the table are impossible due to 
size constraints. 
Also included in the table are certain “allowed” values for C&(A) (as 
multiples of l/60) for any unprocessed A-bin of the given configuration. 
Recall that this value is initially 1 l/60 for all A-bins and goes to 0 once 
the bin has been processed. An implicit induction hypothesis is that 
CR (A) never takes on any value other than those listed in the table, and 
this will help us limit the number of cases that need be considered. We 
shall use the suffix “(~1” to indicate that CR (A) -c/60 for the A-bin be- 
ing considered, as in “[A,X,FI(l l).” 
5.2. Some Useful Sublemmas 
In this subsection, we introduce some ‘general tools that will be useful 
when considering the updating of P, S, r, and CR. 
Let us first introduce some additional notation. Let “OLD” denote the 
set of non-A-items in the Aj-bin in Pi, and let “NEW’ denote the set of 
items placed in the bin by MFFD during the (i+l)st processing step. In 
updating P, one of the things we will be doing is to move all members of 
NEW- OLD to the A,-bin. When one of these items x comes from S, its 
deletion from the updated S can mean a savings in the value of w (~1, 
although the benefit will not always equal the full base weight W(x) of X. 
(There may also be increases in w (?r) due to the addition of other items to 
S.) 
Let v (x) denote the reduction in w (?r) caused by deleting x from S and 
correspondingly altering ‘K as follows: 
(1) If x is a singleton in u, delete that singleton. 
(2) If x is part of a pair in ?T, replace the pair by a singleton consisting 
of the other member of the pair. 
(3) If x is part of a triple (B,x,C) or (B,B,x) in a, replace the triple by 
the two singletons consisting of the two other members of the triple. 
(4) If x is part of a triple (x,&C) in a, replace the triple by the pair 
(B, C), which is necessarily a discountable pair by the definition of 
discountable triple. 
The following lemma is easily verified by referring to Tables II and III. 
LEMMA 6.1. The values given in Table V are lower bounds for v (xl. 
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TABLE V 
LOWER BOUNDS ON SAVINGS v (x) INCURRED WHEN xIs DELETED FROM S 
- 
X 
-i- 
c 
-5 
-E 
-F 
- 
Location in * v(x) 2 
Second Member of (BBC) 21/60 
First Member of (BBC) 27160 
Member of (BC), (ED), (BE), or (BF) 24160 
Member of @) 30/60 
Member of (BBC) 
Member of (BC) 
Member of (CD), (CD), or (0) 
Member of (Cl 
1 l/60 
14/60 
15/60 
20160 
Member of (BD) 9/60 
Member of (CD), (DE), or (DF) lo/60 
Member of (D) 15160 
Member of (BE) with B < 5/14 6/60 
Member of (BE) with B > 5/14 8/60 
Member of (CE) or (DE) lo/60 
Member of (El 12/60 
Member of @F) 
Member of (CF) 
Member of (DF) 
Member of (EF) or (F) 
S/60 
7160 
8/60 
lo/60 
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In addition to moving all members of NEW- OLD to the Aj-bin, we will 
also need to find new homes for certain displaced items. These include all 
members of OLD -NEW, as well as items not in NEW that are displaced 
from accessory bins (we will see later how this happens). Suppose y is 
such an item and that x is an item from NEW- OLD satisfying 
s (x1 2 s <y>. Then the old location of x, which is either in some unpro- 
cessed A-bin or in a subset of the partition a, provides a potential home 
for y. The operation of “replacing x by y” consists of removing x from 
that old location and putting y in its place, plus some possible adjustments 
to CR if x was in an A-bin and to 7~ if x was in S. Let r h,y) denote the 
reduction in the value of A- Aw + ACR caused by such a replacement, i.e., 
the reduction in Aw caused by modifying the partition block that contained 
x or the reduction in ACR caused by modifying the CR-value for the A-bin 
that contained x, depending on which was the case. In order to place 
bounds on r (x,y), as we did with v, it will be necessary first to define the 
detailed operation of such a replacement. 
We divide the specification into eight cases based on the original location 
of x and the types of x and y. Along with the description, we also verify 
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that r (x,y) >/ 0 in each case, i.e., that the replacement does not cause an 
increase in A: 
1. If x was in the &bin in P, k +;i, move y to that bin. It will fit 
since x left and s <y> G s (x). Its presence, however, may change the con- 
figuration of the At-bin, thus perhaps rendering the current value of 
CR Oik) illegal. However, it is easy to verify from Table IV that replacing 
a non-A-item in a configuration by a smaller item cannot cause the 
minimum allowed value of CR (A) to increase. Thus we can set the new 
value of CR C4k) to the minimum allowed value and guarantee that 
r (x,y) > 0. 
2. If x was a singleton in 7r, replace that singleton with the singleton 
(y>. Since s(y) <s(x) we thus have w(y)-W(y) < W(x)-w(x), so 
r (x,y) 2 0. 
3. If x was a member of a pair (z,x) in a, replace this pair by (z,y). 
The new pair will still be discountable since s <y> Q s (x). It is easy to ver- 
ify from Table II and the definition of w in terms of discounts that 
w (z,y) 4 w (z,x). (If x and y are of the same type, the two values are the 
same, and if y is of smaller type, then w (z,y) is strictly less than w (z,x), 
except for the equality when (z,x) is type (CD) and (z,y) is type (C,E).) 
It follows that r (x,y) 2 0. 
4. If x was a member of a pair (x,z) in u and y is of the same type as 
x, replace (x,z) by (y,z), which will still be discountable and either will 
have the same value under w or, if (x,z) has type (B,E) with s(x) > 5/14 
and s <y> Q S/14, will decrease in value. Thus in this case r (x,yI 3 0. 
5. If x was a member of a pair (x,z) in ‘K and y is of smaller type than 
x, replace the pair (x,z) by the two singletons (y> and (z). We then have 
r (x,y) - w (x,z) - wcJJ> - w(z) - (W(x) - WY(y)bd (x,z) 2 
(W(x) - W(y))-0 (x,z). Let type (x1 -k, which implies that 
W (xl - l/k by the definition of W. Then we must have type (z) ) k +l, 
and SO D (x,z) Q (l/k)(l/(k+l)) by the definition of D. On the other 
hand, type(y) P k+l, so that W(y) G ll(k+l), and W(X) - W(Y) 3 
(l/k)(l/(k+l)). Hence r(x,y) 3 0. 
6. If x was a member of a triple (x,u,z), (u,x,z), or (u,z,x) in ‘R and y 
is of the same type, then we substitute y for x in that triple. The new 
triple will still be discountable and will have the same value under w, so 
r (x,y) - 0. 
7. If x was a member of a triple (x,u,z) or (u,x,z) in ?r (in which case 
x is a B-item) and y is of smaller type (and hence no bigger than a C- 
item), replace the triple by the three singletons <y>, (u), and (z). The 
discount lost is 9/60, but W(x) - W(y) 3 10/60, so r (x,y) > 0. 
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8. If x was a member of a triple (u,z,x) in zr (in which case x is C- 
item) and y is of smaller type (and hence no bigger than a D-item), re- 
place (u,z,x) by (u) and (z,y). (The latter pair is discountable since 
(z,x) was, by the definition of discountable triple.) In this case r(x,y) - 
(W(x)-W(y))+d(z,y)-9/60 2 5/60+4/60-g/60 - 0. 
This completes the specification of the replacement operation. 
From the above, we have: 
LEMMA 6.2. Zf x E (NEW- OLD) and s <y> < s (xl, then if we replace 
x by y according to the above rules, it will always be the case that 
r (x,y) > 0. 
If y is an F-item and x is of larger type, stronger conclusions can be 
drawn. 
LEMMA 6.3. Zf x E (NEW-OLD) is a B-, C-, D-, or E-item, y is an 
F-item, and we replace x by y according to the above rules, then we will 
have the following. 
(I) r (x,y) > l/60. 
(2) r (x,y ) ) 2160 if x E S and x is not the E in a (BE) pair of T 
with B Q 5114. 
(3) r (x,y) > 3160 ifx E S and x is in a tuple of a. but is not the E in 
a (D,E) pair, in an (E,F) pair, or in a (BE) pair with B 6 5114. 
Proof. Suppose x and y are as specified by the lemma’s main hy- 
pothesis. We show that the conclusions hold no matter which replacement 
rule applies. 
If Rule 1 applies, then x came from an A-bin, say the Ak-bin, and only 
Case 1 of the lemma applies. We first note that the Ak-bin cannot yet 
have been processed, as (Hl) implies that no item in a processed bin ever 
gets moved again. Hence CR tik) must have a value as specified in Table 
IV. We divide into six cases depending on the configuration of the Ak-bin. 
(We use primed symbols to distinguish items in the new configuration from 
those in the old that have the same name.) 
[A,EI,E2,Flk) -[A,E,F~,F&?. By Table IV, we must have 
c-11. Moreover, headroom >/ E,+Ez+F > E+1/6+Fz. The 
minimum allowed value for c’ in this case is 10, so r (x,y) - (1 l-10)/60 - 
l/60. 
[A,E,F,,F&) - tA,F;,F;,F&?. By Table IV, c must equal 10 
or 11. If c-10, then headroom 2 E+F2+1/6 > Fs+1/3, sot’-9 and 
r (x,y) - l/60. Otherwise, headroom ) E + F1 + Fz > F; + F; + l/6, so 
c’Q 10 and r (x,y) > l/60. 
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L&X, YI(c) - [A,x’,F~(c~, where Y is not an Fitem. By Table IV, 
c - 11. Moreover, headroom > 2/6 - l/3, and hence c’- 10. Thus r (x,y) 
- l/60. 
L&x,FI(c) - [A,Ft,Fzl(c?. By Table IV, c is either 10 or 11. If 
c - 10, headroom 2 l/3 2 F2 + l/6, so cl-9 and r (x,y) - l/60. Other- 
wise, c’s 10 and r (x,yl ) l/60. 
[A,f? I(c) - [A,F 1 (~3. By Table IV, c - 11 and c’- 0, so r (x,y) = 
11/60 > l/60. 
LI,xI~) - [A,Flk?, where X is not a B-item. By Table IV, c 2 1 
and ~‘-0, so r (x,yl 2 l/60. 
This exhausts the cases for Rule 1. For the remainder of the rules, we 
must consider which of the three cases of the lemma applies, and verify the 
appropriate upper bound, be it l/60 (Case I), 2/60 (Case 21, or 3/60 
(Case 3). 
If Rule 2 applies, then x is a singleton in *, r (x,yl - W(x) - W(y), 
and the relevant case is Case 2. Since x must be at least as large as type 
E, we have r (x,y) > (12/60 - lo/601 - 2/60, as required. 
If Rule 3 applies, then x was the second member of a pair (z,x) in ?r, 
which is replaced by (z,y). Once again we must subdivide the cases. 
(B, C) - (B, F). Case 3 applies and r (x,y) - W(C) - W(F) - 
(d 03, C) - d (B, F)) = lo/60 - (l/60) - 9/60 2 3/60, as required. 
(B,D) - (B, F). Case 3 applies and r (x,y) - W(D) - W(F) - 
(d (B, D) - d (B, F)) - S/60 - (l/60) - 4/60 3 3/60, as required. 
(B,E) - (B,F) with B < 5/14. Case 1 applies and r (x,y) - 
W(E) - W(F) - (d (B,E) -d(B,F)) = 2/60- (l/60) 3 l/60, as re- 
quired. 
(B,E) - (B,F) with B > 5/14. Case 3 applies and r (x,y) = 
W(E) - W(F) - (d(B,E) -d(B,F)) = 2/60-(-l/60) 2 3/60, as 
required. 
(C,D) - (C,F). Case 3 applies and r (x,y) = W(D) - W(F) - 
(d (C, D) - d (C, F)) - 5/60 - (2/60) 2 3/60, as required. 
(C,E) - (C, F). Case 3 applies and r (x,y) - W(E) - W(F) - 
(d (C, E) - d (C, F)) - 2/60 - (-l/60) > 3/60, as required. 
(D,E) - (D,F). Case 2 applies and r (x,y) - W(E) - W(F) - 
(d (D,E) -d (D,F)) - 2/60 - (01 2 2/60, as required. 
This exhausts the cases for Rule 3. 
Rule 4 cannot apply since x and y are not of the same type. 
If Rule 5 applies, then x was the first member of a pair (x,z) in ?T, 
which is replaced by the singletons <y> and (~1. Once again we must sub- 
divide the cases. 
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(B,X) - (F),Q, for X E {C,D,E,F]. Case 3 applies and r (x,y) * 
W(B) - W(F) - d (B,X) ) 20/60 - 6/60 - 14/60 2 3/60 as required. 
(C,X) - (F), (x1, for X E {D,E,F). Case 3 applies and r (x,y) = 
IV(C) - W(F) - d (C,X) ) lo/60 - 5/60 = S/60 > 3/60, as required. 
@,X1 - (F), (x), for X E {E,F}. Case 3 applies and r (x,y) - 
W(D) - W(F) - d (D,X) ) 5/60 - 2/60 2 3/60, as required. 
(E,F) - (F),(F). Case 2 applies and r (x,y) = W(E) - W(F) - 
d (E,F) ) 2/60-O P 2/60, as required. 
This exhausts the cases for Rule 5. 
Rule 6 does not apply because x and y are of different types. 
If Rule 7 applies, then a (B,B,C) triple is replaced by singletons (B), 
(F), and CC), Case 3 applies, and r (x,y) - W(B) - W(F) - d (B,B, C) - 
20/60 - 9/60 2 3/60, as required. 
Finally, if Rule 8 applies, then a (B,B,C) triple is replaced by tuples (B) 
and (B,F), Case 3 applies, and r (x,y) = W(C)- W(F) - 
(d (B,B,C) -d (B,F)) - 10/60-4/60 2 3/60, as required. 
Thus the lemma is satisfied in all cases. n 
5.3. Case Analysis: Phase 2 Updates 
We now have the machinery in hand to begin proving that the induction 
hypotheses (Hl) and (H2) can be preserved as MFFD processes the A- 
bins. The various tables presented earlier, as well as Lemmas 6.1, 6.2, and 
6.3, will be used extensively and should be referred to often. We begin in 
this subsection with those processing steps that occur during Phase 2 of the 
algorithm. 
Recall that in Phase 2 we proceed from left to right through the A-bins, 
testing each in turn to see if any as-yet-unpacked B-item will fit, and if so, 
putting in the largest B-item that does fit. A processing step here thus 
consists of dislodging the set OLD of non-A-items in the current bin (by 
convention the Aj-bin) by a set NEW consisting of a single B-item, which 
we shall denote by B’. We now show how to update P, S, ‘K, and CR to 
take this into account. For this phase we shall be able to accomplish the 
updates without changing the initial CR (A) - 1 l/60 value for any unpro- 
cessed bin, either explicitly or via a replacement. (The only replacements 
we will be making here will be of B-items by B-items, which, by the re- 
placement rules, do not affect CR.) However, we will make use of the fact 
that the bin being processed has its CR-value reduced from 1 l/60 to 0 in 
computing the effect of the updates on A. 
We divide into cases according to the makeup of OLD. In each case we 
must show that we can find new homes for the elements of OLD -NEW 
without making A increase. As a notational convenience, throughout the 
remainder of the proof we will identify the name of an item with its size, 
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e.g., saying A1 > l/2 rather than s (Ai) > l/2, whenever that will cause no 
confusion. 
2.1. [A,,BI(ll) - [A@. By (Hl), B is available when MFFD 
chooses to put B’ into the Aj-bin. Since B clearly fits, this means that 
B’) B. Thus either B and B’ are the same item or we can replace B’ by B. 
By Lemma 6.2 this cannot increase A. Hence, with the reduction of 1 l/70 
in CR (A,), we have A < -1 l/60 Q 0, as required. 
2.2. [Aj,B,F1(ll) - [A,,B’l. By the same argument as used above, ei- 
ther B and B’ are the same item or we can replace B’ by B, incurring no in- 
crease in A. We then send F to S, yielding Aw - 10/60, balanced by the 
fact that, once again, ACR - -11/60, so that A - -l/60 < 0. 
2.3. [Aj,OLDI(ll) + [A,,B’I, where OLD - [C,DI, [c,E], [E,E,FI, 
[E,F,F I. or [F,F,F I, and hence headroom ) 5/12. We divide into sub- 
cases depending on the location of B’. 
2.3.1. B’is from an [Ak,Bl(ll)- or an [Ak,B’,Fl(ll)-bin. The Ak- 
bin must be to the right of the /Ii-bin. (If it had been to the left, it would 
already have been processed, given that B’ fits in it.) Hence 1 - Ak > 
1 - Aj, and we can move all the items from OLD to the Ak bin, after first 
sending the F in that bin (if there is one) to S. Thus A Q lo/60 - 1 l/60 
< 0. 
2.3.2. B’ is in a singleton in a. Send all of OLD to S. Then Aw Q 
W(OLD) -v (B? G 35/60- 30160 - 5160, and so A < 5160 - 1 l/60 < 0. 
2.3.3. B’ is in a pair or triple in r. B’ cannot be the second member 
of a (B,B’,C) triple, since in that case the first member B should have gone 
in the A,-bin. (It fits because its size is less than 1 - l/3 - l/4 - 5/12, and 
it is larger than B’ (or precedes it on L) by our conventions for describing 
triples.) Thus by Lemma 6.1, v fB3 ) 24/60, so that Aw < 35/60 - 24/60 
- 11/60 and A Q 11/60- 11/60 - 0. 
2.4. [A,,OLDl(ll) - [Aj,B’l, where OLD is not any of the above. In 
this case one can check in Table IV that W(OLD) Q 30/60. If B’ is in an 
A-bin, or is in a singleton of *, proceed as in (2.3). If B’ is in a pair or 
triple of u, we must still have v (B? ) 21/60 by Lemma 6.1, so, sending 
all of OLD to S, we have Aw Q 30/60- 21/60 - 9/60 and A Q 
9/60 - 1 l/60 < 0. 
Thus the possibilities for Phase 2 of MFFD have been completed. 
5.4. Case Analysis: Phase 3 Updates 
Recall that in Phase 3 we proceed from right to left through those A- 
bins that did not receive B-items during Phase 2, testing each in turn to see 
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if the two smallest as-yet-unpacked items from the set C U D U B will fit. 
If so, we put the smallest such item in, together with the largest remaining 
item that will fit. The set NEW thus consists of two items, which we shall 
denote by x and x’, where x is the larger of the two (i.e., the first packed). 
Here are the cases: 
3.1. [~$?i,~,,Fl(c) - lAj,x,x’I. By Table IV, c - 11. By the opera- 
tion of MFFD, we must have x’ < E z and x ) E r. If x and E, are not 
the same item, replace x by E i at no cost (by Lemma 6.2). Replace x’ by 
F at a savings of at least l/60 (by Lemma 6.3) and send E2 to S. A < 
12/60- l/60- 11/60 - 0. 
3.2. lAj,X,Fi,FzI(c) - [A~,x,x% where X - E or F. By Table IV, 
c 2 9. Since 2x’<x’+x < l/2, we have x’< l/4 < F, +Fz, and so 
x 2X. Replace x by X (assuming they are distinct items), replace x’ by 
F,, and send Fz to S. A Q 10/60- l/60-9/60 - 0. 
3.3. [Aj,X,YIk) - IAj,X,X’I, where Y = D or E, Xf B. By Table IV, 
c - 11. Moreover, we must have x’< Y and x ) X. If x and X are not the 
same item, replace x by X at no cost. For the treatment of Y, we divide 
into seven subcases, depending on the original location of x’. We assume 
that the replacement of x by X has already taken place. This allows us to 
avoid special treatment for the case where x and x’ came from the same 
accessory A-bin, since X, like any other item in such a bin, is free to be 
moved again. 
3.3.1. Item x’E NEW n OLD. In this case, x’- Y and no further 
changes are necessary. A < -1 l/60 < 0. 
3.3.2. Item x’ came from S. Send Y to S. By Lemma 6.1, Aw G 
15/60 - 6/60 and so A Q 9/60 - 1 l/60 < 0. 
3.3.3. Item x’ was one of the two E-items in an tAk,~,,~,,~lk3- 
bin. By Table IV, c ‘-11. Since El +Ez > l/3 ) Y, we can revise the 
&bin to [A~,Y,FI(lO) and send the other E to S. A Q 
12/60- l/60- 11/60 = 0. 
3.3.4. Item x’ was an E-item in an [Ak,E,F1,Fzlk?-bin. By Table 
IV, c’ 2 10. In addition, heudroomk > l/3. Thus, since x’+ F1 > l/4 ) 
Y, we can revise the &bin to [Ak,Y,F21(10) and send F1 to S. A Q 
10/60- 11/60 < 0. 
3.3.5. Item x’ was a non-A-item in an [Ak,X’,Y’l(c?-bin where Y’ - 
D or E. By Table IV, c’- 11. In addition, headroomk > l/3. Let z f x’ 
be the other non-A-item. If z -E, revise the Ak-bin to [Ak,z l(7) and send 
Y to S, yielding A < 15/60 - 4/60 - 1 l/60 - 0. Otherwise, z - D or C and 
headroomk > l/5 + l/6 - 11/30, so we can once again revise the Ak-bin 
to [Ak,z l(7) and send Y to S, yielding A G 0 in the same way. 
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3.3.6. Item x’came from an L&d,~l(c3-h. By Table IV, c’> 10. 
Revise the &bin to [&F](O) and send Y to S. A < 
15/60- 10/60- 11/60 < 0. 
3.3.7. Item x’ came from an [Ak,x’I(c’l -bin. If c’ < 11, then we must 
have c’> 1 and headroomk Z l/3, and so can revise the Ak-bin to 
[Ak,YI(ll), yielding A < 10/60- 11/60 < 0. If c’- 11, then we can re- 
vise the Ak-bin to [Akl(O) and send Y to S, yielding A < 
15/60-11/60-11/60 < 0. 
3.4. [Ai,X,FIk) + [Aj,X,X’I, where X - C, D, E, or F. By Table IV, 
c 2 9. If X is an F-item, replace x by X and x’ by F, yielding A ( 
-l/60 - l/60 - 9/60 < 0. So we may assume that X is a C- D- or E-item, 
in which case c > 10. If X is either x or x’, replace the other one of the 
two by F, yielding A 6 -l/60- IO/60 < 0. If X is neither x nor x’, we 
consider six subcases based on the previous location of x’. 
3.4.1. Item x’ came from S. If v (x3 2 IO/60 replace x by F and 
send X to S, yielding A < 20/60 - 1 O/60 - l/60 - 1 O/60 < 0. Otherwise 
6/60 < v (x3 < lo/60 and x’ must be the second element in a @,x3 pair in 
?r, for which we must have B < (1 - l/6)/2 - 5/12, so that all gaps for 
unprocessed A-bins must be less than 5/12 (else B would have been placed 
in an A-bin during Phase 2). In particular, there can be no unprocessed 
A-bins of the form [Ak,E,,E2,Flk3 or [A~,E,F,,F,~(c~. FurthermoreX 
< 5/12 - l/7 = 23/84 < 2/7. We subdivide our case into five further sub- 
cases, depending on the origin of x. In each of them we will replace x’ by 
F for a savings of at least l/60. 
3.4.la. Item x came from S. If v(x) > 10/60, send X to S, yield- 
ing A < 20/60 - l/60 - lo/60 -lo/60 < 0. Otherwise v (x) < 1 O/60 and x 
must be in a pair (B’,x) in u. If X is a D- or E-item, replace x’ by F and 
send X to S, yielding A < 15/60 - 6/60 - l/60 - lo/60 < 0. Otherwise, X 
is a C-item, so that headroomi > l/4+ l/7 - 1 l/28 > 5/14 and B, B’ > 
5/14. This implies that v (xl 2 S/60 and, by Lemma 6.3, that 
r (x’,F) 2 3/60, so send X to S, yielding A < 20/60 - S/60 - 3/60 - 
lo/60 < 0. 
3.4.lb. Item x is a non-A-item in an [Ak,X’, Yl(c? -bin where Y’ - 
D or E. Let z f x be the other non-A-item. By Table IV, c’- 11. Since 
headroomk < 5/12, neither x nor z can be a C-item. If either is a D-item, 
then headroomk > l/6 + l/5 = 11/30 > 5/14, so S contains no B-items 
with B < 5/14, and r(x’,F) ) 3/60. Revise the Ak-bin to [Ak,X1(7) and 
send z to S, yielding A < 15/60 - 4/60 - 3/60 - lo/60 < 0. Otherwise, 
both x and z are E-items, and since headroomk > l/6 + l/6 - l/3, we can 
revise the Ak-bin to [Ak,XI(lO) and send z to S, yielding A < 
12/60- l/60- l/60- IO/60 - 0. 
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3.4.1~. Item x cume from an [A~,x,F’l(c? -bin. By Table IV, 
c’>/ 10. Moreover, heudrooq > l/6+ l/7 - 13142 > 2/7, so we can re- 
vise the Ak-bin to [A&X1(11) and send F’ to S, yielding A G 
1o/ao+ l/60- l/60- 10/60 - 0. 
3.4.ld. Item x came from an [Ak,xlk’J-bin. If heudroomk -C l/3, 
then c’= 11 by Table IV. Revise the &-bin to [AkIt and send X to S, 
yielding A < 20/60- l/60- 11/60-lo/60 < 0. Otherwise, 
heudroomk ) l/3 and, since there is a B Q 5/12 in S, c’a 7/60 by Table 
IV. Revise the &-bin to [&XI (ll), yielding A < 4/60 - l/60 - 
lo/60 < 0. 
3.4.2. Item x’ was an E-item in an [Ak,x’,E,F’l(c3-bin. By Table 
IV, c’= 11. Note that the &-bin must be to the left of the Aj-bin, because 
if it were to the right it would have already been processed, given that it 
has room for the two non-F-items x’ and E. Thus heudroomj 2 
headroomk > x’+ E, so that we must have x 2 E by the operation of 
Phase 3. Replace x by E (unless x is E), revise the &-bin to 
[Ak,X,Fl(ll), and send F to S, yielding A Q 10/60-lo/60 = 0. 
3.4.3. Item x’ wus an E-item in an [Ak,x’,F,,Fzl(c!l-bin. By Table 
IV, c’> 10. Since headroomk > 317 > 5112, there can be no B < 5/12 in 
S. Hence we can revise the Ak-bin to [A&I(l), replace x by F, and send 
F1 and Fz to S, yielding A < 20/60 - l/60 - 9/60 - lo/60 - 0. 
3.4.4. Item x’ came from an [A,,X’,Y’l(c? -bin where Y’ - D or E. 
By Table IV, c’- 11. Let z #x’ be the other non-A-item in the bin. Since 
heudroomj 2 heudroomk >/ x’+z, we must have x 3 z by the operation 
of Phase 3. Replace x by z (unless x is z), revise the Ak-bin to 
[Ak,XI(ll), and send F to S, yielding A < 10/60- lo/60 - 0. 
3.4.5. Item x’ came from an [Ak,~‘,F’h’J-bin. By Table IV, c’a 10. 
Replace x by F, revise the Ak-bin to [Ak,F3(0), and send X to S, yielding 
A f 20/60-l/60-10/60-lo/60 < 0. 
3.4.6. Item x’ cume from an [Ak,x’l(c? -bin. If c’= 11, replace x by 
F, revise the Ak-bin to [AkI(0), and send X to S, yielding A Q 
20/60 - l/60 - 1 l/60 - lo/60 < 0. Otherwise, by Table IV we must have 
c’& 1 and heudroomk ) l/3. Replace x by F and revise the &-bin to 
[A&I’I(lO), yielding A Q 9/60-l/60- lo/60 < 0. 
3.5. [Aj,XI(c) + [Aj,X,X’I. If X is either x or x’, then OLD-NEW is 
empty and there is nothing to do; hence A Q -c/60 < 0. If X is an F- 
item, replace x by X, yielding A < -c/60- l/60 < 0. Thus we may as- 
sume that X is a C-, D-, or E-item and is neither x nor x’. We divide into 
two cases, depending on whether there is a B < S/12 in S. 
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3SA. There is no B < 5112 in S, and hence no (BC), (BD), or (BE) 
pairs in *. The best we can say about c in this case is that c > 1. We 
divide into subcases depending on the original location of x’. 
3.5A.l. Item x’ came from S. Since there are no (B,x!J pairs in a, 
we must have v (x’l ) lo/60 by Lemma 6.1. This, together with the 
savings of l/60 in ECR (A) gives us a total bankroll of 1 l/60 to help un- 
derwrite the cost of finding a new home for X. We subdivide our case 
further depending on the original location of x, showing that such a ban- 
kroll is sufficient. Note that the analysis will not depend on the fact that 
x’ came from S, and so can be reused for other subcases of 3.5.1, so long 
as a bankroll of at least 1 l/60 is provided. 
3.5A.la. Item x came from S. We must also have v(x) 2 10160, 
so send X to S, yielding A Q 20/60 - I O/60 - 1 l/60 < 0. 
3.5A.lb. Item x was an E-item in an [A~,x,E,F~(c?-~~~. By 
Table IV, c’= 11, so revise the Ak-bin to [A~,X,F 1Ci0) and send E to S, 
yielding A < 12/60-l/60- 11/60 - 0. 
3.5A.h. Item x was an E-item in an [Ak,x,F1,F21(c’j-bin. By 
Table IV, c’) 10. Since there is no B 2 5/12 in S, we can revise the Ak- 
bin to [Ak,XI(l) and send F1 and Fz to S, yielding A Q 
20/60-9/60- 11/60 - 0. 
3.5A.ld. Item x came from an [Ak,X’,Y’l(c’J-bin, where Y’ is a D- 
or E-item. By Table IV, c’- Il. Let z be the other non-A-item in the 
Ak-bin. Again we can revise the Ak-bin to [Ak,XI(I), now sending z to S 
and yielding 20/60 - lo/60 - 1 l/60 < 0. 
3.5A.le. Item x came from an [Ak,x,Flk?-bin. By Table IV, 
c’) 10. Revise the Ak-bin to [&Fl(O) and send X to S, yielding A Q 
20/60 - 1 O/60 - 1 l/60 < 0. 
3.5A.lf. Item x came from an [Ak,x 1 (c!I -bin. By Table IV, c’) 1. 
If headroomk ) l/3, revise the Ak-bin to [Ak,XI(ll), yielding A < 
10/60- 1 l/60 < 0. Otherwise headroomk < l/3 and c’- 11 by Table IV. 
Revise the Ak-bin to [Akl(O) and send X to S, yielding A Q 
20/60 - 1 l/60 - 1 l/60 < 0. 
3.5A.2. Item x’ was an E-item in an [Ak,x’,E,Fl(c’J-bin. By Table 
IV, c’- 11. As before we must have x 2 E because headroomi 2 
headroomk. Replace x by E (unless x is E), revise the &bin to 
[Ak,X,FI(lO), yielding A < -l/60- i/60 < 0. 
3.5A.3. Item x’was an E-item in an [Ak,x’,F,,F21(c3-bin. By Table 
IV, c’) 10. Replace x by F1, revise the Ak-bin to L&XI(l), and send 
F2 to S, yielding A Q lo/60 - 9160 - l/60 - l/60 < 0. 
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3.5A.4. Item x’ came from an [A& Y’l(c? -bin where Y’ is a D- or 
E-item. By Table IV, c’- 11. Let z be the other non-A-item in the Ak- 
bin. Again we must have x >/ z, so replace x by z (unless x is z) and re- 
vise the Ak.-bin to [Ak,XI(ll) yielding A Q -l/60 < 0. 
3.5A.5. Item x’ came from an [Ak,x’,Fl(c? -bin or an [Ak,x’k? -bin. 
By Table IV, c’) l/60. If headroomk ) l/3, revise the Ak-bin to 
[A&I(l), replacing x by F in the first case, yielding A G -l/60 < 0. 
Otherwise, headroomk < 113 and c’- 11. Revise the Ak-bin to (A~,FI(O) 
or [Akl(0), respectively, for a local savings of 1 l/60 in ACR to be added to 
the savings of at least l/60 for the Ai-bin. This gives a bankroll of 12/60 
to underwrite the finding of a new home for X, and by the analysis in Case 
3.5A.l above, we know that this is more than sufficient. 
3.5B. There is a B < 5112 in S. In this case there can be no unpro- 
cessed [Ak,E,,E2,Flk3- or [Ak,E,Fi,FzI(c’l-bins. In addition, by Table 
IV, c 3 7. We divide into subcases depending on the value of c and the 
type of x. 
3.5B.l. c - 7 and X is an E-item. We divide into subcases depending 
on the original location of x’. 
3.5B.la. Item x’ came from S. By Lemma 6.1, v (x3 >/ 6/60. Send 
X to S, yielding A Q 12/60 - 6160 - 7160 < 0. 
3.5B.lb. Item x’ came from an [A,,X’,Y’l(c’l -bin where Y’ is a D- 
or E-item. By Table IV, c’- 11. Let z be the other non-A-item in the 
Ak-bin. Again we must have x >/ z, so replace x by z (unless x is z) and 
revise the Ak-bin to [Ak,XI(ll) yielding A < -7/60 < 0. 
3.5B.h. Item x’camefrom an iAk,~‘,Fk’J- or an [Ak,x’l(c?-bin. 
By Table IV, c’>/ 7. Revise the Ak-bin to [Ak,Fl(O) or [AJ(O), respec- 
tively, and send X to S, yielding A < 12/60 - 7160 - 7160 C 0. 
3.5B.2. c - 7 and X is a C- or D-item. In this case headroomi 2 
11/30 by Table IV, and since 11/30 > 5/14, this means that there is no 
B < 5/14 in S and hence v (z) > 8/60 for all D- or E-items z. We divide 
into subcases depending on the original location of x’. 
3.5B.2a. Item x’ came from S or from an [Ak,x ‘, F 1 (~3 - or 
[Akl(c!J-bin. In the latter two cases we must have c’& 7 and so in all 
these three cases we can obtain a savings of 7/60 from x’, either via v (x3, 
or via revising the Ak-bin to [Ak,Fl(0) or [Akl(0), respectively. This, to- 
gether with the savings in ACR for the Aj-bin, gives us an aggregate bank- 
roll of 14/60 to help find a place for X. We divide into two subcases 
depending on the original location of x, noting that this location must have 
been either S or some Ai-bin, i f k. 
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3.5B.b.l. Item x came from S or from an [A~,x,FIW- or 
[Al,xl(c3-bin. In all three cases we obtain an additional savings of at 
least 7/60 for x by the same reasons argued above for x’, so send X to S, 
yielding A < 20160 - 7160 - 14/60 < 0. 
3.5BA.2. Item x came from an [Ai,X: Y’lk’> -bin where Y’ is a 
D- or E-item. By Table IV, c”- Il. Let z be the other non-A-item in the 
ci-bin. Since headroomi < 5/12 and x > l/6, z cannot be a C-item. Re- 
vise the Al-bin to [A,,XI(lO) and send z to S, yielding A < 
15/60- 14/60- l/60 - 0. 
3.5B.2b. Item x’ came from an [Ak,X’,Y’lM-bin where Y’ is a D- 
or E-item. By Table IV, c’- Il. Let z be the other non-A-item in the 
Ak-bin. Once again, x > z, so replace x by z (unless x is z) and revise the 
Ak-bin to [Ak,Xl(ll), yielding A Q -7/60 < 0. 
3.5B.3. c 2 10. We divide into subcases depending on the original lo- 
cation of x: 
3.5B.3a. Item x’ came from S or from an [A~,x’, F lk3 - or 
[Akl(c? -bin. In the first case, v (x3 2 6/60. In the latter two cases we 
must have c’) 7 and so in all these three cases we can obtain a savings of 
6/60 from x’, either via v (x3, or via revising the Ak-bin to [Ak,F I(O) or 
[Akl(0), respectively. This, together with the savings in ACR for the A,- 
bin, gives us an aggregate bankroll of 16/60 to help us in finding a place 
for X. The analysis used in Case 3.5B.2a now applies. Although the lower 
bound on v (x) is here 6/60 instead of 7/60, we have a bankroll of 16/60 
instead of 14/60, which more than cancels the potential reduction in v (xl. 
3.5B.3b. Item x’ came from an [Ak,X’, Y’l(c? -bin where Y’ is a D- 
or E-item. By Table IV, c’- 11. Let z be the other non-A-item in the 
Ak-bin. Again we must have x > z, so replace x by z (unless x is z) and 
revise the Ak-bin to [Ak,Xl(ll), yielding A f -lo/60 < 0. 
3.6. [Ail(c) - [Aj,X,X’I. No further adjustments are necessary, so A 
Q -c/60 < 0. 
This concludes the discussion of Phase 3, and proves that we can arrange 
that both (Hl) and (H2) continue to hold when the phase is complete. 
5.5. Case Analysis: Phase 4 Updates 
At the beginning of the third phase there can be no unprocessed A-bins 
left of the form [A,E I,E2,F I(c) or [A,X, Ylk), where Y is a D- or E- 
item, and there can be at most one A-bin of the form [A,Z,F,,F21k), 
where 2 > l/6. Otherwise, Phase 3 could have processed at least one 
more bin. If there is one [A,Z,F,,F,lk)-bin with 2 > l/6, it must be 
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the case that c >/ 10. As a preliminary to the first processing of Phase 4, 
we revise any such bin to [A,Z,FrI(lO), sending Fz to S. This increases 
w (A) by at most lo/60 while not increasing ZCR oil, and so the second 
part of (H2), which now applies, is still satisfied. 
In what follows, we shall denote the elements of NEW as 
xlBx*>/xj2 **-, in the order they occur in L. MFFD proceeds 
through the A-bins from left to right. Let the current bin again be the 
Ai-bin. If any unpacked item (including F-items this time) will fit in the 
space currently remaining in the Ai-bin, MFFD puts the largest such item 
into the Ai-bin, repeating until no unpacked item will fit. 
Note that, unlike the third phase, Phase 4 can process previously pro- 
cessed bins. However, in such cases it is particularly easy to update P, S, 
?r, and CR, since by (Hl) no processed bin ever contains any items that it 
does not contain in the MFFD packing. Hence we do not need to find 
homes for any displaced items, so that w (7r) and ZCR (A) cannot increase. 
Thus we may restrict our attention to previously unprocessed bins. Let the 
current bin be the Aj-bin. 
If NEW is empty, then so must be OLD (by (Hl), the members of OLD 
cannot yet have been packed by MFFD, and so if OLD contained an item, 
that item would have fit in the Aj-bin, and so NEW could not be empty). 
Thus we simply relabel the Aj-bin as processed, leaving w (~1 unchanged 
and possibly reducing ZCR (A). So we may assume that NEW is non- 
empty, and divide into cases depending on the configuration of the Aj-bin. 
4.1. [Aj,FI,F2,FsI(C) + [Aj,NEWI. By Table IV, c > 9. We divide 
into cases depending on c’s value. 
4.lA. c = 9. By Table IV, we have headroomi > l/3 + F3. We divide 
into cases depending on the type of x , . 
4.1A.l. Item x 1 is a C-, D-, or E-item. Then 1 OLD -NEW 1 >/ 1. 
If 1 OLD -NEW 1 Q 2, replace x1 by a member of OLD -NEW, for a 
savings of at least l/60 by Lemma 6.2, and send the other member (if any) 
to S, yielding A Q 10/60- l/60- 9/60 = 0. If 1 OLD-NEW 1 - 3, then 
not only is there an x I 2 F1, there must also be an x2 >/ F3, so perform 
both replacements and send the remaining Fi to S, yielding A < 
lo/60 - l/60 - 9/60 = 0. 
4.1A.2. Item x 1 is an F-item. In this case we must have INEW I 2 
3, given that headroom, 2 l/3 + F3. Thus we must have x1 B F1, 
x2 > F2, and x3 2 F3. We can thus replace any member of NEW- OLD 
by a corresponding member of OLD -NEW, yielding A Q -9160 < 0. 
4.1B. c 2 10. We divide into subcases depending on the size of 
OLD - NEW. 
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4.1B.1. IOLD-NEW~I G 1. Send the member (if any) of 
OLD - NEW to S, yielding A Q 1 O/60 - 1 O/60 - 0. 
4.1B.2. IOW - NEWy( - 2. If x 1 is not Ft then x1 did not come 
from the Aj-bin, so replace x1 by one member of OW -NEW and send 
the other to S, yielding A Q lo/60 - lo/60 = 0. If x 1 is F1, then Fz and 
FJ are both in OLD -NEW and there must be an x2 in NEW- OLD such 
that x2 2 F2. Replace x2 by F2 and send Fj to S, yielding A < 
1 O/60 - 1 O/60. 
4.1B.3. IOLD-NEW( - 3. If x1 < F1 + F2, then there must be an 
x2 > FJ. Replace x1 by F,, replace x2 by Fj, and send F2 to S, yielding 
A d 10/60-lo/60 - 0. If x1 > F1 +F2, then x1 is a C-item and we 
divide into subcases depending on the original location of x1. 
4.lB.3a. Item x1 came from S. Since headroomi > 317 > 5112, 
there can be no B < 5/12 in S. Thus x1 cannot have been in a (B, C) pair 
or a (B,B,C) triple of u (both would imply a B < (1 - 2/7)/2 = 5/14 < 
5/12 in S). Moreover, x 1 cannot have been the first item in a (C,Z) pair 
(because 3x 1 + l/7 > 1). Thus v (x 1 ) - 20/60. Send all three Fs in 
OLD -NEW to S, yielding A Q 30160 - 2016 - lo/60 = 0. 
4.1B.3b. Item x1 came from an [Ak,X,Yl(c>-bin, where Y is a D- 
or E-item. By Table IV, c’- 11. Let z f x1 be the other non-A-item in 
the Ak-bin. Revise the Ak-bin to [Ak,z,FI,F21(11) and send Fs to S, 
yielding A G lo/60 - 10/60. 
4.1B.3~. Item x1 came from an [Ak,x, ,Fl(d -bin. By Table IV, 
c’a 10. Revise the Ak-bin to [Ak,FI,F2,Fl(c); A credit of c is possible by 
Table IV since we must have k > j and hence headroomk > headroom!. 
(We must have k > j since in Phase 4, all bins to the left of the Aj-bin 
have already been processed, and so by (Hl) cannot contain any as-yet- 
unpacked items.) If we then send F, to S we obtain A 6 lo/60 - 
lo/60 = 0. 
4.1B.34. Item x1 came from an [Ak,xIl(c!I-bin. As before, we 
must have headroomk 2 headroomi, so revise the Ak-bin to 
[Ak,F,,F2,Fsl(c), yielding A Q -c’/60 < 0. 
4.2. [Aj,X,F l(C) - [A~,NE WI where X is not an F-item. By Table 
IV, c ) 10. Furthermore, we must by the operation of MFFD have 
x t ) X. Replace x 1 by X (unless x1 is x) and send F to S, yielding A < 
10/60- lo/60 - 0. 
4.3. [Aj,FI,F21(c) - [A~,NEwI. By Table IV, c > 9. If c > 10 we 
can proceed as in Case 4.2, so we may assume c -9, in which case 
headroomi ) l/6 + F2. If OLD -NEW is empty, A < -9160 < 0. Oth- 
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erwise, let z be a member of OLD -IVEIV, and note that xi ) z. If xi is 
not itself an F-item, replace x1 by z at a savings of at least l/60 by Lem- 
ma 6.2, and send the at most one remaining item in OLD -NEW to S, 
yielding A < 10/60- l/60- 9/60 - 0. Otherwise, x1 is an F-item and we 
must have 1 NEW 1 ) 2, with x2 > F2. We thus can replace every member 
of NEW - OLD by a corresponding member of OLD - NEW, yielding A Q 
-9/60 < 0. 
4.4. IAj,XI(c) - [A,,NEWl where X is any item. We must have 
x r ) X. Therefore, we can replace x i by X (unless x r is x), yielding A Q 
-c/60 G 0. 
4.5. Ldil(c) - [A,,NEwI. By definition OLD -NEW is empty, so A 
< -c/60 < 0. 
This exhausts the possibilities for Phase 4. Hence (Hl) and (H2) con- 
tinue to hold at the end of Phase 4, which, as we have seen, implies that 
Lemma 6 holds, which in turn implies Theorem 2. Thus we have at long 
last completed our proof. n 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have presented an algorithm, MFFD, that provides a 
performance guarantee considerably stronger than that provided by the 
classical FFD algorithm. This improvement is obtained without a signifi- 
cant increase in running time and with only a slight increase in program- 
ming complexity. Moreover, one can expect that its performance “in 
practice” will be no worse than that of FFD. 
For instance, the expected behavior results proved by Frederickson 
(19801, Lueker (19821, and Bentley et al. (1984) for FFD also hold for 
MFFD. To be specific, let L, be a random n-item list with item sizes 
chosen independently from some fixed distribution on (0.11 that is sym- 
metric about l/2 (for instance, the uniform distribution on (0,l I). Then 
the expected values of MFFD(L,), FFD(L,), and OPT(L,) are all 
n/2 + e<&), and hence both MFFD and FFD have the best possible 
asymptotic expected ratio to optimal, i.e., 1, and their expected differences 
from optimal have the same (sublinear) growth rate to within an (un- 
known) multiplicative constant. The result for MFFD can be derived from 
the observation that the A-bins to which Phase 3 of MFFD applies (the 
one part of MFFD that differs from FFD) all must have headroom exceed- 
ing l/3 and yet no B-item. Almost surely the number of these is 0 (&I. 
As to the results of Frederickson (1980) and Lueker (1982) for random 
lists with all items of size l/2 or less, here MFFD and FFD have the same 
expected behavior because they generate the same packings. 
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Such results do not tell the whole story, of course. One can invent distri- 
butions for which FFD outperforms MFFD on average (and vice versa). 
Moreover, there is some question as to whether any of the distributions for 
which expected performance results have been proved correspond to the 
ones that occur in practice. However, given the ease of implementing 
MFFD once one has done the work for FFD, it would seem a relatively 
inexpensive form of insurance; one can always run them both and take the 
better result. 
The algorithm of Friesen and Langston (1984) mentioned in the Intro- 
duction is based on such a “run them both” approach. In the role of 
FFD-backup, they use an algorithm they call BEST-2 FIT, which we shall 
abbreviate as “B2F.” Although R& - 514 > 1 l/9, BEST-2 FIT packs the 
1 l/9 example of Fig. 1 optimally, and Friesen and Langston show that the 
“hybrid” heuristic that runs both FFD and B2F has Rg Q 6/5. This 
makes it strictly better than either of its components. Moreover, this 
bound is not known to be tight; B2F also packs the 71/60 example of Fig- 
ure 2 optimally, so it is even possible that Rg < 71/60. All that is 
currently known is that R z 2 9/8. Unfortunately, even if this is true, the 
extra insurance that would be provided by using this hybrid algorithm 
comes at a price in running time, as there seems to be no way of imple- 
menting B2F that runs faster than 0(n2). 
Running time considerations aside, it would still be nice to know whether 
the Friesen and Langston hybrid algorithm has a better asymptotic worst- 
case ratio than MFFD, although it is understandable why the question has 
not yet been resolved. As the proof presented here indicates, the precise 
analysis of bin packing heuristics can become complicated indeed. By 
analogy with Lemma 1, to prove a bound of the form RI Q r one must 
consider lists with items as small as 1 - l/r. Thus, as one attempts to 
prove bounds that are closer and closer to 1, one must pay attention to 
smaller and smaller items, giving rise to more and more cases, both be- 
cause configurations with more items per bin are possible and because 
there are more item types available to go into those configurations. This 
can normally be expected to make things more complicated to prove. (The 
results of Fernandez de la Vega and Lueker (198 1) and of Karmarkar and 
Karp (1982) for r arbitrarily close to 1 avoid this difficulty by having the 
algorithms themselves, rather than the proofs, consider all possible confi- 
gurations. This allows for simpler proofs but impractical algorithms.) 
It is hoped that the organization of the current proof has made it rela- 
tively easy to follow. Although many of the basic concepts are adapted 
from those used in the analysis of FFD by Johnson (1973), the idea of the 
progressive transformation of the optimal packing into the algorithm’s 
packing is new, and has been a powerful tool in simplifying the case 
analysis. We believe that the 11/9 proof of Johnson (1973) for FFD can 
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be recast in these terms and thereby considerably shortened and clarified. 
(A different weighting function w will be needed of course.) Fortunately, 
we have been spared thii undertaking by Brenda Baker (19851, who has 
already presented a “short” alternative proof of the 1 l/9 result. 
There remains an interesting series of open questions that should be 
amenable to the type of analysis presented in Section 4 and Appendix 2. 
Let Rifm[arl be the asymptotic worst-case ratio for FFD when restricted to 
lists with item sizes in the interval (0,al. In Section 4 we showed that 
R&n[1/21-71/60. Johnson (1973) shows that R~m[~l equals 71/60 for 
8/29 < CY 6 l/2 and that it equals 7/6 for l/4 < (Y Q 8/29. He claims that 
the value is 23/20 for l/5 < (I! < l/4, and conjectures that 
RFm[l/mI - 1 + &- 
2 
m(m+l)(m+2) 
for all m 2 4 (examples exist that show that this is a lower bound). In 
principle this could be verified for all m by an appropriate case analysis. 
Moreover, for m ) 4 we need only consider lists whose items are of types 
m, m +I, m +2, and m +3, and hence this case analysis should prove 
manageable for values of m considerably larger than those studied to date. 
Interested readers are invited to try their hands. The insights gained could 
conceivably lead to a generic proof (or a counterexample). 
APPENDIXl: PROOFOFLEMMA 3 
LEMMA 3. For any list L with all item sizes in the interval (l/N, l/K], 
N>Ka22, 
MFFD(L) - FFD(L) < V(L) + (N-K). 
Proof. Let % be an arbitrary legal partition of L into singletons and 
discountable pairs. We show that V(r) ) FFD(L) - (N-K), from which 
the lemma will follow by the definition of V. 
Let P denote the FFD packing of L, Regular(P) the set of regular items 
in P, and Surplus(P) the set of surplus items in P, as defined in Section 4. 
We then have, by definition, V(r) = W(P) -D (1~) - W(Regular (PI) -I- 
W~urplus (PI) - D (?r). The obvious extension of Lemma 2 yields 
N-1 i-1 
W@eguZar (P)) >/ FFD(L) - z - 
i-K i * 
(Al) 
Thus, all we must show is that 
N-l 1 
WtSurplus (P)) > D(T) - 2 7. 
i-K 
(A2) 
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P’ 
Ro. 5. Paritition of an FFD packing P into PK and P’. 
. . 
J 
Our proof of (A21 will be by induction on the difference N-K. As a 
base case for our induction, assume N-K - 1. In this case all items are 
of type K, so u contains only singletons, and hence D (?r) - 0. Consequent- 
ly, W @urpZus (P)) 2 D (?r) even if W(,!kplus (P)) is 0, so (A2) holds 
when N-K - 1. 
Suppose now that (A2) holds whenever N-K G A, for some A 2 1. 
Let P be the FFD packing of the list L, with all item sizes in (l/N, l/K], 
where N-K - A + 1. If P contains no K-bins, then all item sizes are in 
(l/N, l/&+1)1, and since N- (K+ 1) - A and 2:; l/i > $!.2+, l/i, 
(A21 holds by the induction hypothesis. Hence we may assume that P 
contains at least one K-bin. 
The basic format of our argument is as follows. Divide P into PK and 
P’, where PK consists of the K-bins in P, and P’ consists of the remaining 
bins. See Fig. 5. We will construct a new legal partition 7~’ for the sublist 
L’ of items in P’ such that 
W(SurpZus (P& > D (a) - D (d - +. (A31 
Since P’ contains no K-items, we have by the inductive assumption that 
(A2) holds for P’, ?r’, and the interval (l/N, l/(K+l)l, and hence 
W(Surplus (P’l) ) D (?r? -$!.$+i l/i. Adding this to (A3) yields (A21 
for P, * and the interval (l/N, l/K]. 
As a preliminary to the construction of u’, let us first normalize x. Sup 
pose there are m pairs in ?r whose first component is of type K. (In what 
follows we shall call these K-pairs.) Our first step is to modify these m 
K-pairs so that their first components are the last m (i.e., smallest) K-items 
in L. This can be done because if (x,~) is discountable and ~‘4 x is of the 
same type as X, then (x’,y) is also discountable and D (x’,y) - D (x,y). 
Next, rearrange the second items in the K-pairs so that if (x1 ,y i), 
(Xz,Yz), . . * 9 (x,,,,y,,,) is a listing of these pairs in the order that their 
first components occur in L , then the y’s come in the reverse order of their 
appearance in L (and hence s <vr ) G s (yz) < * * . < s <JJ,>>. It is easy to 
see that this, too, can be done without changing the set of discounts attri- 
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butable to these pairs (the discount for the pair that contains yi will be 
W(yJ/K both before and after the rearrangement). 
In constructing ?r’ from ‘R, all we need worry about are those discount- 
able pairs in ?r that contain elements from PK. Most such pairs will simply 
be replaced by singleton sets for those of their constituent items that 
remain in Pt If the original pair was one of our m K-pairs (Xi,yi), then 
the contribution to D 6r) -D (1~3 due to losing the discount for that pair is 
W(yJ/K, for a total of (l/K12Ki W(yi> over all such pairs. On the other 
hand, if the original pair was not one of our K-pairs, then it contains an 
item z from Surplus (PK), and the contribution to D (~1 -D (~3 from the 
loss of the discount for that pair is more than offset by the contribution of 
W(z) to W(Surplus (PK)). However, a select group of surplus items in 
PK, which we shall denote by z), . . . ,zJ, will be treated in a special way 
in order to balance the contribution to D (?r) -D (?r’J caused by the de- 
struction of the K-pairs. 
Here J is the number of K-bins in PK whose initial (largest) item is one 
of the m items Xi involved in pairs in ?r. Note that, given our normaliza- 
tion of ?r, these are the rightmost J of the K-bins. Proceeding from left to 
right, let the initial K-items in these bins be denoted by Xj(l), . . . ,xj(J). 
Consider the K-bin containing Xi(i) in PK. Since Xi(i) is the largest K-item 
in its bin, we have that the sum of the regular items in this bin is at most 
K*s (Xi(i)). By the fact that (Xi(i) ,yj(i)) is a discountable pair, this implies 
that yj(i) would fit as the first surplus item above the regular items in the 
bin. Thus, by the operation of FFD, one of the following two possibilities 
must hold: 
(a) Item yj (i) is in the Xj (i) -bin or in a K-bin to its left, or 
(b) there is a surplus item z in the Xi(i) -bin that precedes yj(i) in L and 
hence has s (z) > s (y,(i)). 
Our special items zi will be in one-to-one correspondence with the yj(i) ‘s, 
with s (zi) 3 s (yj(i)l. They are chosen inductively as follows. First con- 
sider vi(J). If vi(J) iS in &4rplUS (PK), let zJ = vi(J). Otherwise, zJ iS the 
item z promised by (b) above. Now suppose that q,+,,...,zJ have been 
chosen, h 2 1, and that each such zi equals the corresponding yj(i) if that 
item is in Surplus (PK), and otherwise is some item that precedes Ye in 
L. NOW consider Yj(h) . BY OUT IlOrIIldkitiOIl, Yj (h) fOllOWS all the JJj (i) ‘s, 
i > h, in L, SO JJj(h) cannot be one of the already chosen Zi’S. If Yj(h) is in 
surplus (PK), let zh - Yj (h) . Otherwise, note that yj (h) would have fit as 
the first surplus item in any of the Xi(i) bins, h < i Q J. Since yj(,,) is not 
in any of these bins, all J - h + 1 of those bins must contain items that pre- 
cede Yj (h) in L. Since only J - h items have so far been chosen as Zi’S, one 
of these must be as yet unchosen. Let zj be this item. 
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Thus we can inductively choose the items zi as claimed. “Special treat- 
ment” for a Zi is required only if xi is in a pair of u with an item in P’. 
Note that this can happen only when Zi f yi(i) (and hence 
yi(i) P Surplus (PK)). Thus yju), which is no larger than zi by definition, 
can replace zi in its pair if xi is either the second item in the pair or is the 
first item and of the same type as yj u) . In either case, the contribution to 
D (?r) -D (?r’l attributable to this change is no more than 
(l/K)(W(zi) - W(yj(i))). If type (zi) < fype(yjci)) and zi is the first 
component of its pair, then we simply replace the pair by a singleton, in- 
curring a contribution to D(a)-Dbr? that is at most 
(l/type (zi)) (l/(rype (z,)+l)). However, in both cases the contribution to 
D (aI -D (‘~3 is no more than W(z$ - W(viu,), and the contribution to 
Surplus (PK) from ZI exceeds this by at least W(Zi) - (II’ - W<vj(i) )) 
- W (yi(i)). Combining this with the contributions to D (r) -D (‘~3 from 
breaking up the original K-pairs, we have that 
[D br) - D (~9) - w (sufplus (PK)) (A4) 
< +,gW(yi) - iW(Yj(i))* 
t-1 i-l 
All that remains to be shown is that the right-hand side of (A4) is at 
most l/K, (A31 will then follow, completing the induction step for (A2), 
which in turn implies Lemma 3. 
The l/K upper bound is argued as follows. Each yj(i) is an element of 
the list of items y Ir...,ym, with at most K- 1 yi’s preceding Yj(i) in this 
listing, at most K - 1 following yj 0, and exactly K - 1 occurring between 
Yj(h) and Yjtr+l), 1 < h < J. Moreover, each Yj(h) is at least as large as 
all those items that precede it in this listing, as by our normalization s (yl) 
< s(yJ < *.* < s <y,>. Thus the weight of each Yj(h) in the second 
sum of the right hand side of (A4) can offset the contributions of itself and 
K - 1 of its predecessors to the first sum of the right hand side of (A4), 
since each of these contributes only l/K of its weight to that sum. The to- 
tal weight that is not so offset is simply that for the at most K - 1 yi’s that 
follow yjc,) in the listing, and, since each yi has weight at most l/(K+l), 
this remaining contribution can be at most (l/K) (K - 1) (l/(K + 1)) < 
l/K, as desired. n 
APPENDIX2: PROOFOFLEMMA 5 
LEMMA 5. For any list L composed of only B-, C-, D-, E-, and F- 
items, there exists a legal partition ?F of L such that 
w(u) < $oPT(L). 
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Proof. It is enough to consider only lists L such that OPT(L) - 1, i.e., 
such that s (L) Q 1. The general claim will follow, since any list L can be 
viewed as the union of lists L1,..., LopT (L), where Li is the sublist of L 
consisting of the items in the ith bin of an optimal packing for L. Each 
such Li satisfies s (Li) Q 1 and hence if the lemma holds for such L, each 
will have a partition “4 such that w (P,) Q 71/60. The union of the 7rL, 
will hence be a partition u of L satisfying the lemma. 
So assume s (L) < 1. (As usual, we also assume that the items in L are 
in non-increasing order by size.) The proof that L satisfies the lemma is 
by case analysis, where the cases range over all possible configurations for 
such a list L. 
We shall use the notation [X1,X 2,...,~kl, where each “X” is a symbol 
from the set (B,C,D,E,F}, to represent any list L - (x1 ,x2 ,..., xJ, such 
that each Xi has the type of the corresponding Xi. For example, 
[Bi ,Bz,Csl represents any configuration with two B-items and one C-item. 
We shall also use the following shorthands: 
“Xi” is a shorthand for s (Xi). 
“FV” is a shorthand for W(L), the weight of the set before discounts. 
‘5~” is a shorthand for the the value of w (?r) for the implied partition. 
To further streamline our analysis, we shall use the concept of “domina- 
tion.” We say that configuration [X I,...,Xkl dominates configuration 
[Yi,...,Ykl if, for 1 < i Q k, Xi has type at least as large (at least as early 
in the alphabet) as Yi. Note that if [Xi ,..., X,1 dominates [Y, ,..., Ykl and 
W< 71/60 for 1X I,...,&], then we can get w d 71/60 for both configura- 
tions by simply taking the partitions into singletons, in which case w - W. 
We now begin the case analysis proper. 
Case 1. One-Item Lists 
This class is dominated by [B, I, for which w < W - l/2 <71/60. 
Case 2. Two-Item Lists 
This class is dominated by [BI,B21, for which W - 2(1/2) < 71/60. 
Case 3. Three-Item Lists 
3.1. Two or more B’s: 
[B,,B2,Bsl. Impossible, as s(L) > 1. 
[Bl,B2,C,l. By definition, (BI,B2,C3) is discountable. Thus we 
have w - (30+30+20-9)/60 - 71/60. 
[BI,B~,D~I. 2Bz+Ds d B1 +Bz+Ds Q 1, so (B2,D,) is discount- 
able and w - (30+30+15-6)/60 < 71/60. 
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[BI,B2,Esl. As above, @2,E3) is discountable, so w < 
(30+30+12-4)/60 < 71/60. 
[B~,B~,FJ. W- (30+30+10)/60 < 71/60. 
3.2. One or fewer B’s: Class dominated by 
[B&&,1. W - (30+20+20)/60 < 71/60. 
Case 4. Four-Item Lists 
4.1. Three or more B’s: Impossible, as s (L) > 1. 
4.2. Two B’s and a C or a D: Impossible, as s(L) > 
2/3+1/5+11/71 > 1. 
4.3. Two B’s and two E’s: Impossible, as s (L) > 2/3 + 2/6 - 1. 
4.4. Legal configurations with two B’s: 
[B,,B~,E~,FJ. By +F~ < i-1/3-1/6 = i/2, SO 2B1 +F~ G 1, 
and (BI,F4) is discountable. Furthermore, B2 + Ej < 1 - l/3 - l/7 - 
11/21, so 2B2 +Es < 22/21 -l/6 < 1 and (Bz,E& is discountable. 
Moreover, Bz < 1 -l/3- l/6- l/7 - 5/14, so d(Bz,E& - 6/60. Thus 
we have w - (30+30+12+10-5-6)/60 - 71/60. 
[B,,B~,F~,F~~. 2B1 +Fj < 2(1-l/3- l/7)-1/7 - 18/21, so 
(BI,Fj) is discountable, as is (Bz,F,) by the same argument. Thus w - 
(30+30+10+10-5-5)/60 < 71/60. 
4.5. One B, two or more C’s: 
[B,,C~,CS,X,I for X4 - C, D, or E. Impossible, as s (L) > 
1/3+2/4+1/6-l. 
[B,,c&~,FJ. 28, +c, < 2(1-1/4-i/7)-1/4 - 17/14-i/4 < 
(Bl,Cz) ’ 
:;1-?,3 - 1,4) -2& 
discountable. Furthermore, 3CJ fF,, < 
- 5/4 - 2/7 < 1, so (C3,F,+) is discountable. 
Thus w - (30+20+20+10-6-3)/60 - 71/60. 
4.6. One B, one C 
[B,,~~,D,,D~]. 2~~ +D~ 6 20 -i/4- i/5)- i/5 - 11/10-i/5 < 
(B,,D~) * 
$1 -“I;3 - 1,5) - 2c1;s, 
discountable. Furthermore, 3C2+D4 < 
- 1, so (Cz,Dd) is discountable. Thus w - 
(30+20+15+15-6-5)/60 < 7 l/60. 
~I&,D~,E~I. 2B, +D~ < 2(1-1/4-l/6)-1/5 - 7/6-l/5 < 1, 
so (B1,D& is discountable. Thus w - (30+20+15+12-6)/60 - 71/60. 
[B&~,D,,F,~. 2~~ +F~ < 20 -i/4- i/5)- i/7 - ii/lo- i/7 < 
1, so (BlrF4) is discountable. Thus w - (30+20+15+10-5)/60 < 71/60. 
[B~,c~,E~,EJ. 2B1 +Es < 2(1-1/4-l/6)-1/6 - 1, so (B,,E,) 
is discountable. Thus w < (30+20+ 12+ 12-4)/60 < 7 l/60. 
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[BI,C2,Ej,FJ. If Bt +Fd Q 4/7, then 2Bt +Fd < 8/7-l/7 - 1, 
so (Bt,F,) is discountable and w - (30+20+12+10-5)/60 < 71/60. Oth- 
erwise, C,+E, < 317, so 3Cz+Ej < 917-216 < 1, so (C,,E,) is 
discountable and w Q (30+20+12+10-2)/60 < 71/60. 
[BI,C2,F,,F41. W- (30+20+10+10)/60 < 71/60. 
4.7. One B, no C, two or more D’s: 
[B,,&,D,,DJ. 2B, +D2 < 2(1-2/5)-l/5 - 1, SO (BI,Dz) is 
discountable. w - (30+15+15+15-6)/60 < 71/60. 
[B,,D~,D~,EJ. If 4D3+E4 < 1, then (D4,E.,) is discountable and 
w - (30+15+15+12-2)/60 < 71/60. Otherwise, Dz ) D3 ) (1 -E4)/4, 
so that B1 +Eq Q 1 -(l -Ed)/2 and 2B, +E4 G (1 +E4) -E,, - 1. 
Thus (BI,E4) is discountable and w <- (30+15+15+12-4)/60 < 71/60. 
[B,,D2,D3,F41. II’- (30+15+15+10)/60 < 71/60. 
4.8. One B, no C, no more than one D: Class dominated by 
[B,,D~,E,,E~]. IV- (30+15+12+12)/60 < 71/60. 
4.9. No B, three or more C’s: 
[C,,C2,CS,C41. Impossible, as s (0 > 1. 
[CI,C2,Cj,D41. 3C3 + 04 < CI + C2 +C, + 04 < 1, so (C3,D,& is 
discountable and w - (20+20+20+15-5)/60 < 71/60. 
[C,,C2,C3,E41. For the analogous reason, (CS,E4) is discountable 
and so w - (20+20+20+12-2)/60 < 71/60. 
[C,,C2,C3,F41. W- (20+20+20+10)/60 < 71/60. 
4.10. No B, no more than two C’s: Class dominated by 
[c&~,D,,D,~. W- (20+20+15+15)/60 < 71/60. 
Case 5. Five-Item Lists 
5.1. Two or more B’s: Impossible, as s (L) > 2/3 + 3/7 - 23/21. 
5.2. One B, one or more C’s: Impossible, as s (L) > l/3 + l/4+ 3/7 - 
85184. 
5.3. One B, no C, two or more D’s: Impossible, as s(L) > 
l/3 + 2/5 + 2/7 - 107/105. 
5.4. One B, no C, one D, one or more E’s: Impossible, as s(L) > 
l/3+1/5+1/6+22/71 > 1.009. 
5.5. Remaining configurations with one B: 
[B~,D~,F~,F~,FJ. 2~, +D~ < 20 -3/7) - i/5 < 1, SO (B,,D~) is 
discountable and w B (30+15+10+10+10-6)/60 < 71/60. 
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[B1,EZ,E&?&Sl. Impossible, as s(L) > l/3+4/6 - 1. 
[B~,&,&,x~,F~~, where each X is an E or an F. 2~~ +F~ < 
2(1- 3/7) - l/7 = 1, so (B i ,Fs) is discountable and w Q 
(30+12+12+12+10-5)/60 - 71/60. 
5.6. No B, three or more C’s: Impossible, as s (L) > 3/4+2/7 > 1. 
5.7. No B, two C’s, one or more D’s: Impossible, as s (0 > 
2/4 + l/5 + 22/7 1 > 1,009. 
5.8. Remaining configurations with no B, two C’s: 
Q,c~,E~,E.,,E~I. Impossible, as s(L) > 2/4+3/5 > 1. 
[c&,Ej,E4,F51. 3C, +F5 < 30 - l/4-2/6) -2/7 - 5/4-2/7 
< 1, so (Cl,F& is discountable, and w * (20+20+12+12+10-3)/60 - 
71/60. 
G,c~,x~,F~,FJ, where X3 is an E- or F-item. If Ci +Fq < 3/7, 
then 3Ci +F4 < 917-217 - 1, so (CI,F4) is discountable. Otherwise, 
C2 + FS < 1 - 3/7- l/7 < 3/7, so (Cz,FS) is discountable. In either 
case, w < (20+20+12+10+10-3)/60 < 71/60. 
5.10. No B, one C, two or more D's: 
[c~,D~,D~,D.,,x~~, where X - D, E, or F. Impossible, as s(L) > 
1/4+3/5+11/71 > 1.004. 
[c,,D~,D~,E~,E~~. 3C1 +D3 < 3(1-l/5-2/6)-2/5 - 1, so 
(C1,DJ is discountable and w - (20+15+15+12+12-5)/60 < 71/60. 
[c~,D~,D~,E.,,F~~. If 4Ds+Eq G 1, then &E,,) is discountable 
and w - (20+15+15+12+10-2)/60 < 71/60. Otherwise, Dz ) D3 ) 
(1 -E&4, so Ci + E4 < 1 - (1 - E4)/2- l/7 - 5/14+ E,,/2. Thus 
3Ci +Ed < 15/14+(3/2)Ed-2E4 < 15/14-l/12 < 1, so (CI,E,) is 
discountable and w - (20+15+15+12+10-2/60 < 71/60. 
&,D~,D~,F~,F~I. IV- (20+15+15+10+10)/60 < 71/60. 
5.11. No B, one C, one D: Class dominated by 
&,D~,E~,E~,E~I. W - (20+15+12+12+12)/60 - 71/60. 
5.12. No B, one C, no D: Class dominated by 
[c,,E~,E~,E.,,E~I. W - (20+12+12+12+12)/60 < 71/60. 
5.13. No B or C, four or more D's: 
[D~,D~,D~,D~,D~~. Impossible,as S(L) > 1. 
iD,,Dz,Ds,D4,X51, where X - E or F. 4D4+X5 6 
D1 +Dz + Dg+D4+Xs < 1, so (Dd,X,) is discountable, and w Q 
(4*15+12-2)/60 < 71/60. 
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5.14. No B or C, three or fewer D’s: Class dominated by 
[D1,D2,D3,E4,ESl. W- (3*15+2*12)/60 < 71/60. 
Case 6. Six-Ztem Lists 
6.1. One or more B’s or Cs: Impossible, as s (L) > l/4 + 55/71 > 1.02. 
6.2. No B or C, two or more D’s: Impossible, as s CL.) > 2/5 + 44/71 > 
1.01. 
6.3. No B or C, one D, three or more E’s: Impossible, as s(L) > 
l/5+3/6+22/71 > 1.009. 
6.4. Legal-configurations with no B or C, one D: Class dominated by 
[D,,E2,E,,F4,F5,Fsl. W- (15+2*12+3*10)/60 < 71/60. 
6.5. No B, C, or D: 
[EI,E~,E~,E&S,E~I. Impossible, as s(L) > 1. 
[XI,Xz,X3,Xq,XS,Fal, where each Xi - E or F. W Q 
(5*12+10)/60 < 71/60. 
This exhausts all possibilities for lists with six or fewer items, and since 
no seven items of size exceeding 1 l/7 1 can fit in a single bin, completes the 
proof of Lemma 5. n 
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